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Introduction
Organic spintronics is a relatively new research ﬁeld studying organic semicon-
ductors as a medium to transport and control spin-polarized signals, with the aim
to combine the advantages of organic electronics (cheap fabrication, low-weight,
mechanical ﬂexibility) and spintronics (control of the electron's spin, instead of or
in addition to its charge). Since the pioneering works [1, 2] at the beginning of
this century, organic spintronics drew great attention, not only for its technological
interest but also because it oﬀers the possibility to understand the fundamental
physics behind spin injection and transport in organic semiconductors. In parallel
to the evolution of organic spintronics, memristors (non volatile electrical memo-
ries) were the object of a signiﬁcant research eﬀort. Theoretically predicted in
1971 [3] as the fourth circuit element, the memristor was realized in 2008 [4], be-
coming one of the most promising candidates for the post-complementary metal
oxide semiconductor (CMOS) era.
In this thesis I studied La0.7Sr0.3MnO3/Alq3/AlOx/Co organic spin valves, which
are multifunctional devices showing an interesting interplay between magnetore-
sistive eﬀects and memristive switching [5, 6]. In particular this work aims at elu-
cidating the elusive mechanisms for spin injection and transport in this archetypal
structure. While spin injection in organic materials was demonstrated by diﬀerent
spectroscopic techniques [7, 8], the origin of magnetoresistive eﬀect in organic spin
valves is still debated. In fact, the Hanle eﬀect, considered to be the only reliable
proof for spin transport across the organic spacer layer, has not been observed in
such a device, yet [9].
I investigated the thickness and temperature dependence of charge transport and
magnetoresistive properties, and demonstrated the absence of the Hanle eﬀect.
Moreover I studied how the resistance and magnetoresistance of our devices were
aﬀected by memristive switching, which turned out to be a fundamental tool to
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enlighten the comprehensive picture.
In chapters 1 and 2, I will introduce the basic properties of organic spintronics and
resistive memories, giving a brief overview from the recent literature about these
topics.
Chapter 3 contains a description of the equipment and techniques used to charac-
terize the devices, as well as their fabrication process.
Chapter 4, contains a description of the charge transport and magneto-transport
properties of our devices, showing that two clearly distinguishable conduction
regimes can be found for magnetoresistive and non-magnetoresistive devices. An
equivalent circuit model, represented by a metallic channel and a hopping channel
acting in parallel, will be introduced in order to describe the former regime.
Chapter 5 demonstrates that the Hanle eﬀect is missing in our devices.
Chapter 6 shows that electrode-induced artifacts can be ruled out as the respon-
sible for SV signals.
Finally, chapter 7 contains a description of the eﬀects of the memristive switch-
ing on the resistance and magnetoresistance of the devices, showing that they can
be coherently explained in the framework of the above mentioned parallel circuit
model.
The thesis work was carried out at the Institute of Nanostructured Materials
(ISMN-CNR) in Bologna, Italy.
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Chapter 1
Organic Spintronics
1.1 Organic Electronics
Organic electronics is a branch of electronics which employs a new class of
organic materials known as Organic Semiconductors (OSC). These materials have
been synthesized since 1970s and for their discovery A.J. Heeger, A.G. MacDi-
armid and H. Shirikawa were awarded with the Nobel Prize in 2000. The enormous
progress in this ﬁeld has been driven by the expectation to realize new applications,
such as large area, ﬂexible light sources and displays, low-cost printed integrated
circuits or plastic solar cells from these materials [10]. Today, organic semiconduc-
tors are already widely used commercially in xerography, employed as light emit-
ting diodes (OLEDs) for display and lighting applications, or ﬁeld eﬀect transistors
(OFETs). Moreover they are making progress to enter the solar cell market [11].
The knowledge of the physics behind this materials is of crucial importance to ad-
vance further with the associated semiconductor applications. A central problem
is the understanding of the involved charge transport mechanisms, which will be
treated in this chapter. It should be mentioned that these materials are referred to
as semiconductors despite they are inherently insulators, with a very low intrinsic
conductivity (<10−12 Ω−1cm−1) compared to that of an inorganic semiconductor
such as silicon, germanium, or gallium arsenide (10−8-10−2 Ω−1cm−1). However,
an inherent insulator can be converted into a semiconductor if free charge carriers
are generated extrinsically [12].
3
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1.1.1 Electronic properties of Organic Semiconductors
The pi-conjugated materials used in organic electronics are mainly composed
of carbon atoms, and also of other low-atomic-number atoms like oxygen, nitro-
gen and sulfur. These materials are characterized by chains of alternating single
and double carbon-carbon bonds, that is conjugation. The conjugation is a result
of the so-called sp2 hybridization of carbon atoms, that yields three covalent σ-
bonds within a plane. The remaining pz orbital overlaps with the corresponding
pz orbital of an adjacent carbon, yielding pi-bonding and pi∗-antibonding orbitals
(ﬁgure 1.1), delocalized over the molecule or, in the case of polymers, over large
segments of the polymer chain.
Figure 1.1: Scheme of the orbitals and bonds for two sp2-hybridized carbon atoms.
In the ground state of the molecule (ﬁgure 1.2a), all bonding orbitals up to the high-
est occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) are ﬁlled with two electrons of antiparallel
spin, while the antibonding orbitals, from the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital
(LUMO) onwards, are empty. In general, any conﬁguration with an additional
electron in an antibonding orbital and a hole in a bonding orbital corresponds to
a neutral excited state (ﬁgure 1.2b,c). Due to the low relative dielectric constant
in organic semiconductors (on the order of r ≈ 3), coulomb attraction between
electron and hole is strong, resulting in an exciton binding energy ranging from
0.5 eV to more than 1 eV [12]. For charge transport to take place, there must be a
charge on the molecular unit. This can be an additional electron in an antibonding
orbital, or one that is removed from a bonding orbital. The addition or removal of
an electron from the molecule may be obtained through injection or extraction of
an electron at the interface between a metal electrode and the molecule, through
reduction or oxidation of the molecule by a dopant molecule, and through ther-
mal dissociation of a neutral excited state in molecule by electron transfer to an
adjacent molecule. When an electron is taken from a pi-orbital or added to a pi∗-
4
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orbital, this alters the spatial distribution of electrons in the more strongly bounds
σ-orbitals, resulting in diﬀerent bond lengths of the molecule. The combination of
the charge with the geometric distortion of the molecule is referred to as a polaron
(ﬁgure 1.2d,e).
Figure 1.2: Molecular orbital diagram showing the electronic conﬁguration for the ground state
S0 (a), for the ﬁrst spin-singlet excited state S1 (b) and for the ﬁrst spin-triplet excited state T1
(c). The arrows indicate the electron spin, the thin horizontal gray line is a guide to the eye. In
this representation, coulomb and exchange energies are explicitly included in the positions of the
frontier orbitals. Molecular orbital diagram for positively charged molecule (d) and negatively
charged molecule (e) are also shown. The shifts in the molecular orbital levels upon charging are
only drawn in a qualitative fashion. Adapted from Ref. [12].
In a solid state material, the molecules interact among each other and the molecu-
lar energy levels are perturbed. Figure 1.3 compares the electronic structures of a
single organic molecule, an organic crystal, and an inorganic semiconductor crystal.
In inorganic semiconductors, such as Si or Ge, atoms are bound by strong covalent
bonds to form a crystal and few eV wide bands are formed which allow for charge
transfer at high mobilities. In contrast, molecular crystals are kept together by
weak van der Waals bonds and the resulting bands are narrow, with a bandwidth
below 500 meV [13]. In amorphous ﬁlms, deposited by spin-coating or evaporation,
the surrounding polarization for a molecule varies spatially in a random fashion,
leading to a random distribution of the absolute values of the molecular energies.
For this reason they are generally described by a Gaussian distribution of electronic
sites with a variance that is characteristic for the energetic disorder. In this work
5
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Figure 1.3: Schematic representation of the electronic structure of an inorganic semiconductor
(a) in comparison to that of a molecular crystal (b) and a single molecule (c). The free molecules
have well deﬁned energy levels. In a molecular crystal molecules weakly interact and a disordered
distribution of localized energy levels can be observed, while in the inorganic semiconductor a
stronger interaction between molecules led to the formation of a conduction band.
a disordered organic semiconductor, Tris(8-hydroxyquinolinato)aluminium (Alq3),
has been used and I will focus my attention on the charge transport properties of
this kind of materials.
1.1.2 Charge transport in disordered OSCs
A disordered organic material, made of polymers or small molecules, can be
modeled as a homogeneous distribution of electronic sites which can host charge,
with hole or electron transporting states following a Gaussian distribution of en-
ergies
N(E) =
1√
2piσ
exp
(
E2
2σ2
)
, (1.1)
schematically illustrated in ﬁgure 1.4. The tacit assumption contained in equa-
tion 1.1 is that the energies of adjacent sites are uncorrelated. Since structural
correlation lengths in organic do not exceed a few intermolecular distances at most,
it appears to be a reasonable assumption [14]. Localized charge carriers may travel
through the material by hopping from one localized state to the next and the rate
at which this occurs is related to the conductivity of the material. This process is
6
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Figure 1.4: Schematic representation of electronic sites in a disordered organic material. It is
a common assumption that the number of sites per energy N(E) follows a Gaussian distribution.
The hopping of a carrier is illustrated.
described by a probability evolution equation known as master equation [15]:
∂
∂t
fi(t) = +
∑
j 6=i
Wjifj(t)[1− fi(t)]−
∑
j 6=i
Wijfi(t)[1− fj(t)]− λifi(t) (1.2)
where fi(t) is the probability that the site i (at location Ri and energy Ei) is
occupied by a carrier or excitation at time t and [1− fj(t)] is the probability that
the site j is unoccupied, Wij is the transition rate from site i to site j, and λi is the
decay rate of the excitation at site i. Often one assumes that recombination is only
a small perturbation, taking λi = 0. The ﬁrst Monte Carlo simulations of hopping
transport were performed by Bässler [14] for the case of a Gaussian disorder model
(GDM). He assumed the transition rateWij to be of the Miller-Abrahams type [16]:
Wij = ν0exp(−2γ|Rij |)
{
exp(− (Ej−Ei)kT ) ∀Ej > Ei
1 ∀Ej < Ei
(1.3)
where ν0 is the phonon vibration frequency (can be intuitively considered as the
jump-attempt rate), γ is the inverse localization radius (the result of the overlap
integral of the wavefunction assuming exponential decay with distance), and Ei
and Ej are the energy levels of the respective sites, which are supposed to contain
also the contribution due to the applied electric ﬁeld. A cubic lattice with periodic
boundary condition is considered, and random energy values are assigned to each
lattice site following eq. 1.1 with a given variance. Then a number of carriers are
started on an arbitrary site and the simulated time-of-ﬂight (TOF) experiment is
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performed, keeping track of the mean position <x> and the mean energy <E> of
a carrier as a function of time. The carrier mobility, a key parameter for the charge
transport, is inferred from the mean carrier arrival time at the exit contact, allowing
to study its ﬁeld and temperature dependence. The Bassler's simulations showed
a non-Arrhenius temperature dependence µ ∝ exp(−cσˆ2), with σˆ ≡ σ/kBT , and
a Poole-Frenkel µ ∝ exp(γ√F ) behavior, in a limited range, for the dependence
on electric ﬁeld (here deﬁned by F in order to be distinguished from the energy E).
Several improvements of the initial GDM model have then been suggested. First,
spatial correlations of the energies of transport levels in disordered media have been
taken into account [17]. Then it was demonstrated that the mobility can strongly
depend on the charge-carrier density. In fact, experiments on hole-only diodes and
FETs, with the same polymer as active material, showed that µ can diﬀer up to 3
orders of magnitude between the diode and the FET, where the current is conﬁned
to a thin layer of the dielectric [18]. Taking into account the dependence on charge-
carrier density led to the development of a so-called extended Gaussian disorder
(EGD) model [19, 20, 21, 22]. These groups used diﬀerent approaches to describe
the mobility in organic systems where interactions among charge carriers are not
negligible due to the presence of a space charge. Space charge eﬀects can occur
in presence of charged traps or ionized dopant molecules modifying the density of
states (DOS), or if the current ﬂowing through the dielectric is suﬃciently large so
that a non-negligible fraction of tail states of the DOS is already occupied. In the
latter case the carrier statistics becomes Fermi-Dirac-like whereas it is Boltzmann-
like if state ﬁlling is negligible [12].
Space charge limited current
The theory of space charge limited current (SCLC) in insulating solids was
formulated by Rose [23] and Lampert [24]. In the case of a perfect insulator
without intrinsic carriers and traps, assuming a constant charge carrier mobility
and neglecting diﬀusion, the SCLC can be derived from the equations
J = neµF, (1.4)
dF
dx
=
e
or
n, (1.5)
V =
∫ d
0
F (x)dx, (1.6)
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where F is the electric ﬁeld, n the charge density, V the applied bias voltage, and
d the dielectric layer thickness. The solution gives the Mott-Gurney equation:
JSCLC =
9
8
orµ
V 2
d3
(1.7)
However, as seen above, the assumption of a constant charge carrier mobility is
unrealistic, and several groups tried to describe this SCL regime taking into account
the mobility dependence on ﬁeld, temperature, and charge carrier density [19, 20,
21]. An approximate analytic solution has been given for a Poole-Frenkel like
mobility [25]. In this approximation the current is described as the trap free SCL
current multiplied by the ﬁeld and temperature dependent mobility:
JPFSCL =
9
8
or
(V − Vbi)2
d3
µPF exp
(
− ∆E
kBTeff
+
βPF
√
V − Vbi
kBTeff
√
d
)
(1.8)
where Vbi is the built-in voltage, µPF is the Poole-Frenkel mobility pre-factor,
∆E is the activation energy at zero ﬁeld, and βPF is the so called Poole-Frenkel
pre-factor. Teff is the eﬀective temperature, given by the relation
1
Teff
=
1
T
− 1
T0
, (1.9)
where T is the absolute temperature and T0 is an empirical parameter.
Trap charge limited current
The SCLC theory was extended to include the eﬀect of charge trapped in either
shallow or deep levels. In the trap charge limit (TCL) a sharply reduced carrier
mobility is observed at low voltages due to charge capture in traps. Increasing
bias results in an increase of injected charge, thereby ﬁlling the limited number of
traps. Due to the reduction in empty traps the current will increase faster than
quadratic until all traps are ﬁlled. At suﬃciently high injection levels, all the
traps are ﬁlled, and consequently the current becomes SCL. The problem has been
solved analytically for a constant charge carrier mobility and an exponential trap
distribution
Nt(E) =
(
Nt
kTt
)
exp
(
E − ELUMO
kTt
)
, (1.10)
where Nt is the total trap density and Tt is the characteristic temperature of the
exponential trap distribution. The current density for unipolar electron injection
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is given by
JTCL = NLUMOµnq
1−m
(
m
Nt(m+ 1)
)m(2m+ 1
m+ 1
)m+1 V (m+1)
d(2m+1)
, (1.11)
where m = Tt/T and NLUMO is the density of the state in the LUMO band [26]. If
both the presence of traps and a ﬁeld dependent mobility are included, in general,
only numerical solutions of the problem are possible.
Injection limited current
In the pure SCL regime treated above one assumes that at least one contact
has good injecting properties and can be considered as an inexhaustible carrier
reservoir. By contrast one has a purely injection limited current (ILC) when
the current behavior is dominated by the injection mechanism. In conventional
crystalline inorganic semiconductors, the charge injection is described in terms of
Richardson-Schottky emission or Fowler-Nordheim tunneling [27], schematically
illustrated in ﬁgure 1.5. In the former mechanism, electrons are thermally excited
Figure 1.5: Schematic representation of electron injection from a metallic electrode into a
semiconductor (a) via Schottky emission and (b) via Fowler-Nordheim tunneling. Adapted from
Ref. [12].
from the Fermi level of the electrode across the interfacial barrier modiﬁed by the
coulomb potential of the image charge and the applied electric ﬁeld without being
scattered. It gives rise to an Arrhenius-type temperature dependence (lnJ ∝ T )
and a Poole-Frenkel-type of ﬁeld dependence (lnJ ∝ √F ) and is expected to
dominate at high temperature. For very large barriers or at low temperatures,
Fowler-Nordheim mechanism has been thought to dominate the injection process.
10
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In this case, an electron tunnels through a triangular potential barrier set by the
interfacial energy barrier and the applied potential, while the image potential is
ignored. However, the crucial condition for both mechanism to work is a strong
interaction among the lattice elements giving rise to wide valence and conduction
bands, implying that the scattering length of charge carriers is much larger than
the interatomic separation. This is not the case for organic molecules, typically in-
teracting by weak van der Walls forces. Thus, this classic models fail in describing
charge injection in organic semiconductors. In 1999 a model for charge injection in
a disordered organic material has been proposed by Arkhipov et al. [28], supported
by Monte Carlo simulations [29]. The existence of an image charge at the elec-
trode, the hopping-type of charge transport, and the presence of disorder existing
in a non-crystalline system are taken into account, es schematically illustrated in
ﬁgure 1.6. The model is based on the idea, originally introduced by Gartstein
Figure 1.6: Schematic representation of electron injection from a metallic electrode into a
semiconductor via hopping in a disordered organic solid [12].
and Conwell [30], that a thermally excited electron can jump to a tail state of
the DOS at an interface site, subject to the condition that this site has at least
one hopping neighbor at equal or even lower energy. This condition ensures that
the injected carrier can continue its motion away from the interface avoiding the
recombination with its image charge in the electrode. Since then several models
have been proposed [31, 32, 33], all based on the existence of a tail state in the
DOS at the interface, which allows the electrons to jump in the dielectric medium
and be transported by meas of a hopping mechanism. Since in a bulk system the
low energy sites are spatially ﬁxed, the injection process is NOT spatially homo-
11
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geneous, but ﬁlamentary, as pointed out by van der Holst et al. [33].
Finally the thickness dependence of the current density at constant applied ﬁeld is
an important parameter to distinguish between these three pictures (SCLC, TCLC,
ILC). For purely injection limited behavior (regardless what the actual mechanism
is in detail) the current has no explicit thickness dependence. For trap-free SCL
regime, the current at constant ﬁeld results inversely proportional to d. For space-
charge limited conduction, with an exponential trap distribution and a constant
mobility, the current at constant ﬁeld scales with d−l, with l > 1 [34].
Polaron-based models
As already mentioned, due to the weak intermolecular interaction, organic ma-
terials have not a rigid structure and a propagating charge carrier is able to distort
the hosting molecule physical structure. The charge carrier with the induced de-
formation can be treated as a quasi-particle called polaron. To incorporate polaron
eﬀects, Fishchuk et al. [22] replaced the Miller-Abrahams-type of hopping rate with
a Marcus rate
Wij =
J2
~
pi√
2UbkT
exp
(
− Ub
2kT
)
exp
(
−(Ej − Ei)
2kT
− β(Ej − Ei)
2
8kTUb
)
(1.12)
where J is related to the overlap integral and is given by J2 = J20 exp(−2γ|Rij |),
and Ub is the polaron binding energy. Under steady-state and quasi-equilibrium
(low electric ﬁeld) conditions, the diﬀerence between equations 1.3 and 1.12 is
negligible. Polaron-based models will not be treated here, however an interesting
comparison with the pure disordered-based models can be found in the review by
Bässler et al. [12].
1.1.3 Metal-OSC interface
When a pi-conjugated molecule or polymer is brought into contact with the
surface of another material, the adsorption process may result in a wide variety of
eﬀects: polarization of the electron density of the organic material due to interac-
tion with an image charge on the substrate surface, partial charge transfer through
covalent organic-substrate bonds, integer charge transfer through tunneling across
the organic/substrate interface, surface rearrangement by (inter)diﬀusion across
12
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the organic/substrate interface, adsorption-induced order or disorder [35, 36]. This
variety of interfaces are classiﬁed by the strength of the involved interactions, subdi-
vided into physical adsorption (Physisorption) and chemical adsorption (Chemisorp-
tion).
Physisorption
In the case of physisorption the molecules interact with the substrate (in our
case the electrode of the device) by weak physical forces (on the order of 0.1 eV),
which cause no chemical bonding. Generally, this is the case of interfaces with
an electrode unintentionally passivated by oxide or residual hydrocarbons, and of
engineered barrier layers. Typically Al2O3 or LiF [37] are used in order to isolate
the FM surface from the OSC interface layer preventing chemical interaction and
interdiﬀusion (mixing). Even if no chemical bonds are involved and the insulator
barrier has no intrinsic dipole, the work function of the FM electrode always will
be strongly modiﬁed due to the so-called push-back eﬀect [38]. Moreover, electron
transfer can still occur by tunneling if the passivating layer is thin enough [36].
This implies the transfer of an integer amount of charge, one electron at a time,
into well-deﬁned charged states on the polymer or molecule. This process is known
as Integer Charge Transfer (ICT) model, illustrated in ﬁgure 1.7.
When the substrate work-function is larger than the energy of the positive integer
charge state of the pi-conjugated organic material (ΦSUB > EICT+) as illustrated
in ﬁgure 1.7a, electrons within tunnel distance begin to ﬂow spontaneously from
organic material into the electrode. As this charge transfer takes place, the organic
molecules at the interface become increasingly positively charged and the electrode
increasingly negatively charged, creating a dipole potential at the interface that
down-shifts the vacuum level. This ﬂow continues until equilibrium is reached,
where the EICT+ together with the potential energy ∆ at the interface equals the
substrate work-function. In the case EICT− < ΦSUB < EICT+ charge transfer
across the organic substrate cannot occur because the cost in energy of creating
a hole in the organic material at the organic/electrode interface is greater than
what is gained by the substrate when accepting an electron, and the same holds
for electron transfer from substrate to organic molecules at the interface. Then
there is no vacuum level oﬀset ( 1.7b). Finally, when the substrate work-function
13
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Figure 1.7: Schematic illustration of the evolution of the energy-level alignment when a pi-
conjugated organic molecule or polymer is physisorbed on a substrate surface when a) ΦSUB >
EICT+: Fermi-level pinning to a positive integer-charge state, b) EICT− < ΦSUB < EICT+:
vacuum level alignment, and c) ΦSUB < EICT−: Fermi-level pinning to a negative integer
charge-transfer state. The charge-transfer-induced shift in vacuum level, ∆, is shown where
applicable [36].
is smaller than the energy of the negative integer charge state of the pi-conjugated
material (ΦSUB < EICT−) as illustrated in ﬁgure 1.7c, electrons will spontaneously
ﬂow from the electrode to the organic molecules at the interface (tunnel distance)
until equilibrium is reached. In this case the resulting dipole potential up-shifts
the vacuum level.
Chemisorption
In the case of chemisorption the molecules interact with the electrode by chemi-
cal bonds (with an involved energy of about 1 eV). Generally, chemisorption takes
place in the case of organic ﬁlms deposited onto atomically clean metal surfaces.
14
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Metal-on-organic interfaces in particular will often feature a rough interface due to
diﬀusion of metal atoms into the organic ﬁlm, and the organic material may oﬀer
a number of diﬀerent feasible bonding sites for the metal [36]. Systems in which
the chemical interactions are moderate but non-negligible (i.e. vapor deposition of
pi-conjugated molecules on clean but nonreactive metals such as gold) can be de-
scribed by the hybridization-induced states (HISs) model, a combination of DFT,
many-body, and Green-functions techniques. The key idea of this model is that,
when the molecules adsorb onto the clean metal surface, there is a resonance of the
molecular states with the metal continuum of states that gives rise to a shift and
broadening of the molecular levels, and that each molecular level is broadened into
a Lorentzian function (ﬁgure 1.8). The sum of the contributions of the diﬀerent
molecular levels transforms the initial discrete distribution into a continuum DOS
with non-negligible values in the former energy gap. By ﬁlling this induced DOS by
the charge of the isolated and neutral molecule, the position of the charge neutra-
lity level (CNL) is obtained. The relative position of the semiconductor CNL and
substrate Fermi level then determines the direction and size of the charge transfer
between the molecules at the interface and the metal substrate.
Figure 1.8: Schematic illustration of the calculated molecular-orbital energies for the isolated
molecule (bars) and the Lorentzian broadened density of states (curve). The charge neutrality
level, CNL, is depicted as dashed line [36].
Energy level alignment at the metal/OSC interface
The electrode/OSC interfaces are very critical for the device performance and
in the past decades they have been investigated by many groups [35, 36, 39]. Here I
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will focus on the interface energy-level-alignment studied in organic spin valves, in
particular in the prototypical LSMO/Alq3/Co structure, which is used in this work.
In their pioneering work, Xiong et al [2] gave a schematic energy level diagram in
which the vacuum level of the Alq3 spacer layer is aligned with the vacuum level of
both the cobalt and LSMO electrodes (ﬁgure 1.23c reported in paragraph 1.3.1),
suggesting that holes are the main carriers in the spin valve, since the electron
injection barriers are too high. However, UPS measurements performed by Zhan
et al. [40] gave totally diﬀerent results. Indeed, they revealed the existence of
1.4 eV interface dipole at the Co/Alq3 (cobalt on Alq3) interface, which results
in a 2.1 eV hole-injection barrier. By choosing an Alq3 HOMO-LUMO gap de-
termined from scanning tunneling spectroscopy STS data, an electron-injection
barrier of around 1 eV is then obtained [41], suggesting the electrons as the main
carriers. If taking band gap obtained by inverse-photoelectron spectroscopy (IPES,
4.6 eV [42]) or ballistic-electron-emission spectroscopy (BEES, 4.8 eV [43]), the
electron-injection barrier is also more than 2 eV. The Alq3/LSMO interface has
similar properties. UPS measurements showed a 0.9 eV interface dipole, yielding a
1.7 eV hole-injection barrier [44]. Figure 1.9 schematically illustrates these results,
showing that the electron and hole-injection barriers are not negligible, at both
the studied interfaces. Similar results have been obtained from many metal/OSC
Figure 1.9: Schematic representation of the energy level alignment in a Co/Alq3/LSMO spin
valve structure. The reported values are taken from UPS measurement reported in the text [40].
interfaces. Some examples are reported in the table in ﬁgure 1.10. This picture
seems not compatible with electrical characterizations performed on vertical spin
valve structures, showing that electrons or holes can be injected into the OSC at
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Figure 1.10: Metal work function Φ, interfacial dipole ∆, and hole and electron-barrier for
some metal/OSC interfaces. The table is taken from the review work by Zhan et al. [41], where
the references relative to each column can be found.
low bias (a few millivolts) and low temperatures [2, 45]. A solution to this ap-
parent contradiction has been indicated in interfacial hybridization-induced states
(HISs), already discusses above. In fact, if HISs at the interfaces are induced
around the Fermi level, remaining partially unoccupied, this will transform the
OCS/metal interface into a ohmic-like contact. Such states located around the
interface Fermi level have been observed by NEXAFS [46] and UPS [47] for several
interfaces. Clearly, the injected carrier has then to overcome the energy diﬀerences
between HIS and OSC bulk states, proceeding by hopping towards the opposing
electrode. Since the rising of organic spintronics, many group have also studied
the spin-polarization properties of these HISs at the FM/OSC interface, as will be
discussed below in the paragraph 1.3.4.
1.2 Spintronics
Spintronics is a rapidly emerging branch of electronics which exploits the spin
degree of freedom in addition to the electron charge. Generally when a material
or a device changes its resistance under the inﬂuence of a magnetic ﬁeld, this
property is referred to as magnetoresistance. The ﬁrst known phenomenon where
the electrical resistance is altered by the direction of a magnetic moment is called
anisotropic magnetoresistance (AMR), discovered in 1857 by Thomson [48]. In
1973, Tedrow and Meservey determined for the ﬁrst time experimentally the spin
polarization of the conduction band in a FM material using a FM/tunnel bar-
rier/superconductor junction [49]. This work was then used to explain the tunnel
magnetoresistance (TMR) in FM/tunnel barrier/FM junctions, observed by Jul-
lière in 1975 [50]. The tunnelling current is proportional to the product of the DOS
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for each spin sub-band, and is hence dependent on the relative orientation of the
magnetizations in both FM layers. TMR is therefore a pure interface eﬀect and
does not require spin transport in the NM layer. In 1988 for the ﬁrst time spin po-
larized transport through a NM metal was demonstrated with the discovery of the
giant magnetoresistance (GMR) by Albert Fert [51] and by Peter Grunberg [52],
awarded with the Noble Prize in 2007. The wish to combine semiconductor and
spintronic concepts stimulated eﬀorts to inject spins into a semiconductor, and
only very recently an all-electrical spin injection and detection was demonstrated
for an inorganic semiconductor [53]. One of the major obstacles for spin injec-
tion/detection in semiconductor devices is the so-called conductivity mismatch
between the semiconductor spacer and the metallic FM contacts [54].
1.2.1 Tunnel Magnetoresistance
Tunnel magnetoresistance (TMR) is a magnetoresistive eﬀect which occurs in
a magnetic tunnel junction (MTJ), a device consisting of two ferromagnetic (FM)
electrodes separated by a thin non magnetic (NM) insulating barrier. This ef-
fect consists in the variation of the device resistance depending on the relative
magnetization of the FM electrodes. Jullière was the ﬁrst who reported a ma-
gnetoresistance eﬀect in a Co/Ge/Fe MTJ in 1975. At 4.2 K he got a change in
conductance of ∆G = 14% [50]. The Jullière's model describes the TMR in terms
of the spin polarization of the two FM electrodes and the experimental values for
spin polarization were taken from the work of Tedrow and Meservey [49]. It is
assumed that the transmission probability of electrons across the barrier is sim-
ply proportional to the product of the initial and ﬁnal spin-dependent densities of
states at the Fermi level (ﬁgure 1.11). The ﬁrst (second) FM electrode polarization
is deﬁned as
P =
Ni↑(EF )−Ni↓(EF )
Ni↑(EF ) +Ni↓(EF )
, i = 1, 2 (1.13)
where N↑,↓(EF ) are the densities of states at the Fermi level relative to the diﬀerent
spin orientations. The TMR signal is expressed as
TMR =
RAP −RP
RP
=
GP −GAP
GAP
, (1.14)
and considering the conductance for the parallel and antiparallel state given by
GP ∝ N1↑N2↑ +N1↓N2↓, (1.15)
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GAP ∝ N1↑N2↓ +N1↓N2↑, (1.16)
it results
TMR =
2P1P2
1− P1P2 . (1.17)
Figure 1.11: Schematic representation of a magnetic tunnel junction in the parallel (P) and
antiparallel (AP) state. According to Julliere's model the transmission probability of electrons
across the barrier depends only on the initial and ﬁnal density of state at the Fermi level. The
dashed (solid) arrow represents low (high) spin current.
MTJs have attracted great attention since 1994, when Moodera et al. [55] found
MR values up 11.8% at room temperature in CoFe/AlOx/Co junctions. In 2004
Parking at al. [56] and Yuasa et al. [57] observed TMR values over 200% at room
temperature in Fe/MgO/Fe junctions, conﬁrming the theoretical predictions of
Butler et al. [58] and Mathon et al. [59]. These works drove a rapid development
of MTJs, which are now employed as read-heads of modern hard-disc drives and
also in Magnetic-RAM (MRAM).
1.2.2 Giant Magnetoresistance
Giant magnetoresistance (GMR) eﬀect is a large resistance variation depending
on the relative magnetization of the FM electrodes in a multilayer device made of
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alternating FM and NM metallic layers. It was discovered in an epitaxially grown
Fe-Cr multilayer by Albert Fert [51], and independently by Peter Grunberg [52]
in 1988. Their discovery was awarded by the 2007 Nobel Prize in physics and led
to the development of spin-valve sensors and spintronics in general. The GMR
underlying principles are still not completely understood. As in the case of TMR,
it is also related to the DOS asymmetry between the FM electrodes, but in a
more indirect fashion because electrons are injected in the NM spacer layer and
its role cannot be neglected. We assume that spin-ﬂip scattering is negligible in a
ferromagnetic material
τ↑↓, τ↓↑ → ∞. (1.18)
This turns out to be a very good approximation on the timescale of the dissipative
processes that give rise to electrical resistivity [60]. This assumption allows one to
treat their transport in terms of the two-channel model introduced by Mott [61].
Moreover we assume that all conductors are in the diﬀusive limit, i.e. the electron
mean free path is much shorter than the typical dimensions of the conductors.
Given these assumptions, and limiting the discussion to the most commonly used
CPP (current perpendicular to plane) geometry (ﬁgure 1.12), the GMR eﬀect can
be qualitatively described as follows. When a FM electrode (injector) is connected
to a NM material and a current is driven through the system, far from the interface
on the magnetic side, the current is larger in one of the spin channels (conventio-
nally the spin-up channel), while, far from the interface on the other side, it is
equally distributed in the two channels. Spin-up electrons crossing the interface
encounter a much higher barrier and accumulate on the FM side. Due to neu-
trality charge conservation, spin-down electrons are pushed towards the NM side
and a ﬁnite magnetization builds up in the NM material, which is known as spin
accumulation [63]. The spin accumulation is deﬁned as the diﬀerence between the
electrochemical potential for spin-up electrons, µ↑, and that for spin-down elec-
trons, µ↓. The magnitude of the spin accumulation depends on the spin injection
rate into the normal material and the spin relaxation time, and it decays exponen-
tially away from the injecting contact on a length scale set by the spin relaxation
length ls
µ↑ − µ↓ ∝ exp(−l/ls) (1.19)
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Figure 1.12: Schematic representation of a CPP GMR device consisting of two FM electrodes
(dark grey) separated by a spacer (light grey) for the P (a) and AP conﬁguration (b). The
magnetization of the FM electrodes is denoted by the white arrows. The black arrows represent
the spin current. The corresponding resistor model is given for the P (c) and AP conﬁguration
(d). The colours correspond to the layers in (a) and (b), and bigger resistors represent a larger
resistance for the denoted spin species. The electrochemical potentials µ for the two spin species
are given for the P (e) and AP (f) conﬁguration. The dotted lines are the asymptotes of the
electrochemical potentials to which they would collapse at large distances. The dashed lines
correspond to the interfaces in (a) and (b) [62].
where l is the distance from the injecting contact. The net spin density resulting
from the spin accumulation is typically orders of magnitude smaller than the charge
density in the NM layer. However, it can be probed by a second FM electrode,
the spin detector, if it is placed at a distance smaller or comparable to the spin
relaxation length from the spin injector. The transmission will be largest when
the magnetization of the detector contact is parallel to the net spin accumulated
at its interface (ﬁgures 1.12 (a) and (b)). CPP GMR is often described in terms
of a parallel resistor model, as shown in ﬁgures 1.12 (c) and (d). When the ferro-
magnetic layers are magnetically aligned spin-up electrons cross the device without
experiencing scattering while spin-down electrons undergo scattering with higher
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probability, and the device resistance can be expressed as
1
RP
=
1
2R↑
+
1
2R↓
. (1.20)
When the ferromagnetic layers are antiparallel spin-up and spin-down electrons
undergo scattering with the same probability and the resistance is expressed by
1
RAP
=
1
R↑ +R↓
+
1
R↑ +R↓
. (1.21)
Thus
RAP =
R↑ +R↓
2
> RP =
2R↑R↓
R↑ +R↓
. (1.22)
A more thorough theoretical description of CPP GMR, based on the Boltzmann
equation, has been provided by Valet and Fert [64]. With their model, the elec-
trochemical potentials of the two spin species can be calculated, as illustrated in
ﬁgures 1.12 (e) and (f). It reveals the splitting of the electrochemical potentials at
the interfaces of the FM electroode and NM material. It also shows the diﬀerent
voltage drop (represented by the discontinuity of the asymptote) at the interfaces
for the P and AP conﬁguration, which leads to the diﬀerence in resistance between
these two cases. This models assume a negligible interface resistance, actually the
interface potential barrier between adjacent layers should be considered.
Spin valve devices
Spin valve devices are the most common application of GMR eﬀect, consisting
in a thin-ﬁlm stack with just two FM layers. The ﬁrst one is pinned by exchange
coupling to an adjacent antiferromagnetic (AFM) layer, while the other, the free
layer, is able to rotate with as little coercivity as possible. The device resistance
changes when the magnetization of the free layer is switched relative to the other.
A pseudo spin valve device (often referred to simply as spin valve) can be obtained
simply sandwiching a non magnetic layer between two ferromagnetic electrodes
with diﬀerent coercive ﬁelds. This is the device structure employed in this work.
Figure 1.13 schematically shows its working principle. Starting from high ap-
plied ﬁeld, the electrodes assume a parallel conﬁguration corresponding to the RP
resistive state. When the magnetization of the ﬁrst electrode is reversed, the elec-
trodes assume an antiparallel conﬁguration and the device resistance jump to the
value RAP . Finally, reaching the second coercive ﬁeld, the parallel conﬁguration
is restored together with the original resistance.
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Figure 1.13: Schematic representation of electrode hysteresis loop and MR curve of a spin valve
device. At high magnetic ﬁeld the top electrode (red line) and the bottom electrode (blue line)
magnetic moments are aligned and the device is set in the low resistance parallel conﬁguration
RP . When the top electrode magnetization is reversed the device is switched in a high resistance
state antiparallel conﬁguration RAP . Finally, when the bottom electrode moment is also reversed,
the parallel conﬁguration is restored.
The conductivity mismatch problem
The problem of conductivity mismatch was raised by Schmidt et al. [54]. They
showed that, in the diﬀusive transport regime, for typical ferromagnets only a cur-
rent with small spin-polarization can be injected into a semiconductor (described
as a two dimensional electron gas) with long spin-ﬂip length even if the conducti-
vities of semiconductor and ferromagnet are equal. If the semiconductor resistance
is much larger than the ferromagnetic metal injector then the spin-polarization in
the semiconductor becomes negligible. This is due to the much larger density of
states in the metal with respect to the semiconductor, which leads to a larger spin
accumulation density and number of spin ﬂips on the metallic side. The polariza-
tion is therefore faster on the metallic side and the current is almost completely
depolarized when it enters the semiconductor [65]. Several groups [66, 67] showed
that the problems can be solved by introducing a spin-dependent interface resi-
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Figure 1.14: Schematic representation of a CPP GMR device consisting of two FM electrodes
(dark grey) separated by a spacer (light grey) and tunnel barriers (light grey with black outline)
for the P (a) and AP conﬁguration (b). The corresponding resistor model is given for the P (c)
and AP conﬁguration (d). The electrochemical potentials µ for the diﬀerent spin species are given
for the P (e) and AP conﬁguration (f). The dotted lines are the asymptotes of the electrochemical
potentials to which they would collapse at large distances. The dashed lines correspond to the
interfaces in (a) and (b) [62].
stance, typically a tunnel junction (ﬁgure 1.14), to introduce a discontinuity of the
spin accumulation at the interface and shift the depolarization from the metal-
lic to the semiconductor side. Spin injection through a tunnel barrier has now
been achieved successfully in several experiments but the tunnel resistances are
generally too large for an eﬃcient transformation of the spin information into an
electrical signal [68].
1.2.3 Spin relaxation in NM spacer layer
While, according to the Jullière's model, the TMR depends only on the density
of states of the FM electrodes, the GMR requires spin transport across the spacer
layer. The spin relaxation length in the non magnetic layer is thus a crucial
parameter. In general, one can distinguish two classes of spin relaxation. The ﬁrst
one describes the decay of a net spin component along the axis of spin quantization,
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let's say the z-axis. The z-component (or longitudinal component) of the total spin
Sz decays exponentially to equilibrium due to individual spin-ﬂips on a time scale
T1, deﬁned by the spin relaxation time
1
τs
=
1
τ↑↓
+
1
τ↓↑
, (1.23)
where the spin-ﬂip time τ↑↓ indicates the average time for an up-spin to ﬂip to a
down-spin, and τ↓↑ for the reverse process. The spin relaxation length ls is related
to τs in a diﬀerent way depending on the material. In the case of a NM metal or
a degenerate Fermi gas semiconductor [69]:
ls =
√
τs
4e2N(EF )ρN
, (1.24)
where N(EF ) is the density of states (DOS) at the Fermi level EF , and ρN the
resistivity of the NM spacer material. For a semiconductor in the non-degenerate
regime [70]:
ls =
√
kBTτs
2e2ρN
. (1.25)
The condition
d << ls, (1.26)
where d is the thickness of the spacer layer, must be fulﬁlled for a spin valve device
to work properly for a spin valve device to work properly. As the z-component
decay process requires energy exchange with the environment, it is a rather slow
process [71]. There is a second process, however, that does not require energy
exchange and aﬀects the spin component perpendicular to the quantization axis,
i.e. the transverse component S⊥. This process aﬀects the quantum-mechanical
phase of individual spins and leads to loss of coherence on a time scale T2. For
diﬀerent spins within an ensemble the phases are in general aﬀected unequally,
which results in the spins getting out of phase, an eﬀect referred to as inhomo-
geneous broadening. The timescale related to this process of ensemble dephasing
is often denoted as T∗2 [72], and usually T∗2 < T2. The time evolution of a spin
ensemble with total spin S in an external magnetic ﬁeld B along the z-axis can
then be described by the Bloch equations
dSz
dt
= γ(B× S)z − (S − Sz)/T1 (1.27)
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dS⊥
dt
= γ(B× S)⊥ − (S − S⊥)/T ∗2 , (1.28)
where γ is the gyromagnetic ratio. The underlying mechanisms for spin relaxation
in solids can be divided in mechanisms related to spin-orbit coupling and to hyper-
ﬁne interaction. Spin-orbit coupling is a relativistic eﬀect, describing the interac-
tion between the electron's spin and its orbital motion around an atomic nucleus.
More generally, spin-orbit coupling occurs whenever a particle with non-zero spin
moves in a region with a ﬁnite electric ﬁeld. Three diﬀerent spin-orbit-coupling-
related spin relaxation mechanisms can be distinguished in non-magnetic solids:
Elliot-Yafet (EY), D'yakonov-Perel (DP), and Bir-Aronov-Pikus (BAP) [71]. The
EY mechanism [73] consists in the relaxation of a conduction electron spin via
ordinary momentum scattering (mainly caused by impurities at low temperature
and phonons at high temperature [74]), if the lattice ions induce spin-orbit cou-
pling in the electron wave function. This leads to a spin relaxation time τs that
is proportional to the momentum scattering time τp. The DP [75] mechanism
arises when the solid lacks a center of symmetry. Without inversion symmetry
the momentum states of the spin-up and spin-down electrons are not degenerate:
Ek 6= E-k. Spin splittings induced by inversion asymmetry is described by intro-
ducing an intrinsic k-dependent magnetic ﬁeld Bi(k) around which electron spins
precess with Larmor frequency ω(k) = (e/m)Bi(k). The momentum-dependent
spin precession, together with the momentum scattering characterized by momen-
tum relaxation time τp, leads to spin dephasing. Heavy scattering slows down the
spin relaxation because the spin cannot follow the internal magnetic ﬁeld when it
changes too rapidly. Therefore, the spin relaxation time is inversely proportional
to the scattering time, contrary to the EY mechanism. The BAP [76] mechanism
aﬀects p-doped semiconductors, where spin relaxation of conduction electrons can
also proceed through scattering, accompanied by spin exchange, with holes. The
other source for spin relaxation is the hyperﬁne interaction. This magnetic in-
teraction between the spins of electrons and nuclei of the host material provides
an important mechanism [77] for ensemble spin dephasing and single-spin deco-
herence of localized electrons, such as those conﬁned in quantum dots or bound
on donors [71]. In general, the electron spin interacts with many nuclear spins,
and the statistical ﬂuctuation scales with with inverse of the nuclear spin number
1/
√
N [78]. Hence the more delocalized the electron wave function is, the less the
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electron is inﬂuenced by the nuclei. For this reason the hyperﬁne interaction is
too weak to cause eﬀective spin relaxation of free electrons in metals or in bulk
inorganic semiconductors.
Figure 1.15: Spin-diﬀusion length ls versus spin diﬀusion time τs for various materials. The
organic semiconductors appear in the top-left corner. They have a long spin lifetime but, owing
to their low mobilities, spin-diﬀusion lengths are short. Taken from Ref. [79], where the references
for the plotted data are reported.
Since the spin valves studied in this thesis have an organic spacer layer, I am
interested in the spin relaxation mechanisms in organic semiconductors. These
materials have attracted the attention of the spintronic community because of
their potentially very long spin relaxation times [80]. In fact, since spin-orbit cou-
pling generally grows with atomic number Z (it scales as Z4 in the case of an
hydrogen-like atom [81]) and they consist mainly of low-Z materials (in particular
C), they are expected to have a low spin orbit coupling. However, as pointed out
by Yu [82], caution must be taken when making general statements on the SOC
in organics, because values can diﬀer by orders of magnitude. The nuclear spins
in organic materials are mainly originating from the isotopes 1H (I = 1/2), 13C
(I = 1/2), and 14N (I = 1/2) and the hyperﬁne interaction is usually weak be-
cause the delocalized states of pi-conjugated molecules have practically no overlap
with the C or H atoms. For this reason the nuclear spin eﬀectively experienced by
the conduction electrons can be neglected [81]. Electron paramagnetic resonance
(EPR) measurements eﬀectively revealed room-temperature spin relaxation times
in the range 10−7−10−5 s [83] for many organic materials, compared to 10−10 s
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in metals [84]. However, as pointed out by Szulczewski et al. [79], it does not
necessarily imply a long spin-diﬀusion lengths, due to their low electrical mobili-
ties (ﬁgure 1.15). Here I report some estimated and measured values for the spin
diﬀusion length in Alq3, since it is the material used for the spacer layer of our
spin valves. Yu [82] used ab initio approach to study the eﬀects of SOC on the
polaronic regime, ﬁnding ls = 11.2 nm for electron polaron and ls = 60 nm for
hole polaron. Bobbert et al. [85] presented a theory for spin diﬀusion in disor-
dered organic semiconductors, based on incoherent hopping of a charge carrier and
coherent precession of its spin in an eﬀective magnetic ﬁeld, composed of the ran-
dom hyperﬁne ﬁeld of hydrogen nuclei and an applied magnetic ﬁeld. They claim
that their estimated spin diﬀusion lengths are compatible with the experimental
values (about 10-100 nm) derived from MR measurements [1, 2, 86] and muon
spin-resonance studies [8]
1.2.4 La0.7Sr0.3MnO3: a half-metal for spintronics
A half-metallic ferromagnet is a metal that has an energy gap at the Fermi level
EF in one of the two spin channels (ﬁgure 1.16). Only the other channel has states
available for transport, and thus the electric current is fully spin-polarized. Half-
Figure 1.16: Schematic representation of the density of states in (a) non-magnetic (NM) metals,
(b) ferromagnetic (FM) metals, and (c) half-metallic ferromagnets (HM). In HM only spin up
states are available at the Fermi level, and thus the conduction electrons are fully spin-polarized.
metallic or other highly spin-polarized metals are strongly requested in spintron-
ics, since device performance improves dramatically as the spin polarization of the
metal approaches 100 % [87]. Perovskite manganites La1−xDxMnO3, with D=Ca,
Sr, or Ba, have attracted much interest due to the high spin polarization, predicted
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theoretically [88] and observed experimentally by several techniques [89, 90, 91].
In particular in this paragraph I will focus on La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 (LSMO), which has
been employed as bottom electrode of our device. In 1950 Jonker and van San-
ten [92] discovered a striking correlation between magnetic order and conductivity
in these systems. At the end points x=0 and x=1 the alloys are insulating and
antiferromagnetic (AFM), but in the 0.2 < x < 0.5 region they are ferromagnetic
(FM) and their conductivity at low temperature is better described as metallic
(ﬁgure 1.17). Zener [94] identiﬁed a double exchange process to explain this
Figure 1.17: LSMO fase diagram shows that transport and magnetic properties are function of
Sr ions fraction. In the range 0.2 ≤ x ≤ 0.5 the compound becomes ferromagnetic and metallic
under a Curie temperature near room temperature [93].
Figure 1.18: (a) Crystal structure of the perovskite manganite LSMO. (b) Schematic represen-
tation of the double exchange mechanism described in the text.
behavior, schematically illustrated in ﬁgure 1.18b. In Zener's picture, the oxygen
ion is closed shell (O2−), but somehow hopping must occur via this ion. This can
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happen if an electron jumps onto a Mn4+ ion (on its right, say) simultaneously
with an electron hopping onto the oxygen ion from the Mn3+ on the left. This
double hopping event requires that both hopping electrons have the same spin,
that of the active spin orbital on the oxygen ion. If in addition the Mn ions are
presumed to be Hund's rule ions in which all electron spins are aligned, then the
hopping event requires both Mn ions to have parallel moments. This mechanism
necessarily connects the parallel alignment of Mn moments (ferromagnetism) with
hopping of carriers (metallic conduction) and nicely accounts for the experimental
observation. The result is an eﬀective positive exchange coupling induced by the
carriers, named double exchange to contrast it with direct exchange and superex-
change [88]. LSMO shows Colossal Magneto Resistance (CMR) at high magnetic
ﬁelds (ﬁgure 1.19), a large ﬁeld-induced variation of the resistance well studied in
the past years [95, 96]. The eﬀect is generally attributed to the double exchange
mechanism in conjunction with the eﬀects of a Jahn-Teller lattice distortion [97].
Despite the impressive magnitude of the resistance change, CMR is of limited
Figure 1.19: LSMO resistivity (a) as a function of temperature at diﬀerent magnetic ﬁeld
applied and (b) as a function of magnetic ﬁeld at diﬀerent temperature [98].
use because of the huge ﬁelds needed to create it. For this reason reducing the
ﬁeld scale has been the goal of a number of research groups. Low ﬁeld magneto-
resistance eﬀects have been found both in polycrystalline [100, 99] and epitaxially
grown single-crystal LSMO ﬁlms [99, 101, 102, 103, 104]. In polycrystalline ﬁlms a
MR up to 15% has been observed (ﬁgure 1.20a) at low temperature and it has been
explained as the result of a spin dependent scattering at the grain boundary [99] or
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Figure 1.20: (a) MR as a function of magnetic ﬁeld, measured at 10 K, for a 3 µm average
grain size LCMO ﬁlm for both ﬁeld-parallel and ﬁeld-perpendicular alignments. The magnetic
hysteresis loop for the sample obtained at the same temperature using a SQUID magnetometer
is also plotted. (b) MR vs magnetization ratio M/Ms for the above ﬁlm. The solid curve is the
(M/MS)2 ﬁt as discussed in the text [99].
Figure 1.21: Comparison between the MR hysteresis loops of (a) epitaxial LSMO, and (b)
polycrystalline LSMO ﬁlm with 14 µm average grain size. Measurements are taken at 4.2 K for
both current parallel to the ﬁeld (I||H) and perpendicular to the ﬁeld (I⊥H) are shown [99]. While
AMR eﬀect is clearly observable in the epitaxial ﬁlm, it is not signiﬁcant for the polycrystalline
sample.
alternatively of an intergrain spin-polarized tunneling [100]. In both the scattering
and the tunneling models, the resistivity ρ is expected to have a maximum at the
coercive ﬁeld and decrease as the relative orientation of the magnetization between
grains changes with the application of a ﬁeld, as observed. Also the expectation for
the MR to be proportional to (M/MS)2, where MS is the saturation magnetization,
is fulﬁlled by the experimental curves (ﬁgure 1.20b). In epitaxial ﬁlms usually a
modest change in ρ (MR<1%) is observed, with a rather sharp drop from the peak
value followed by a more gradual decrease at higher ﬁelds(ﬁgure 1.21a). A positive
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MR is observed when I||H as opposed to a negative MR when I⊥H, indicating
an anisotropic magnetoresistance (AMR) mechanism. A similar AMR behavior
has been reported by O'Donnell et al. [101] for epitaxial LCMO ﬁlms. They also
pointed out that the magnetocrystalline anisotropy (MCA) plays a crucial role and
the low-ﬁeld magnetoresistance is given by a superposition of the two eﬀects. In
ﬁgure 1.21 a comparison between policrystalline and epitaxial ﬁlm is shown.
1.3 Organic Spintronics
Organic spintronics is an emerging research ﬁeld where organic semiconduc-
tors are applied as a medium to transport and control spin-polarized signals, with
the aim to combine the advantages of organic electronics and spintronics. On the
one hand, the organic materials open the way to cheap, low-weight, mechanically
ﬂexible, and bottom-up fabricated electronics. On the other hand, the control of
the electron's spin (instead of or in addition to its charge), allows for non-volatile
resistance devices, in which logic operations, storage and communication can be
combined [45]. As mentioned above in paragraph 1.15 organic semiconductors are
generally characterized by a low spin-orbit coupling and a weak hyperﬁne inter-
action, which results in a long spin relaxation time. For this reason they are in
principle suitable materials for spintronics. Organic-based spin valve devices sho-
wing MR have been obtained by several groups [1, 2, 105, 106, 107], and the main
results are summarized in the overview given below (paragraph 1.3.1). Moreover
spin injection from a ferromagnetic electrode into an organic semiconductor was
demonstrated by two-photon photoemission spectroscopy [7] and muon spin ro-
tation [8] techniques as brieﬂy described in paragraph 1.3.3. However it is still
debated if the observed spin-valve signals should be attributed to spin injection
and transport in the OSC [2, 108] or to tunneling through locally thin regions in
the spacer layer [106, 109]. MR, indeed, cannot be unambiguously related to spin
injection unless the Hanle eﬀect is detected, as argued by several groups [9, 110]
(see paragraph 1.3.2).
1.3.1 Organic spin valves: a brief overview
The ﬁrst report on a magnetoresistive organic-based device was by Dediu et
al. [1] in 2002. They studied a LSMO/T6/LSMO planar junction. LSMO elec-
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Figure 1.22: (a) Schematic top view and cross section of a hybrid LSMO/T6/LSMO junction.
An epitaxial thin ﬁlm of LSMO is deposited on matching substrates (NdGaO3, SrTiO3), and
electrodes are fabricated by EB lithography. The separation w between the electrodes varies
between 70 and 500 nm. T6 ﬁlms (100-150 nm thick) are deposited on top of the electrodes
by molecular beam deposition. (b) I-V characteristics as a function of the magnetic ﬁeld H for
140 nm and 400 nm channel length w. Down triangle and circles correspond to H=0, while up
triangles and crosses to H=3.4 kOe. The dashed line represents the expected slope for w=400
nm as calculated from the 140 nm junction assuming a linear resistance increase versus channel
length. In the inset is reported the MR, deﬁned as MR=R(0)-R(3.4 kOe), as a function of w [1].
trodes, nearly 100 nm thick, were fabricated by electron beam litography, and the
sexithienyl (T6), a pi-conjugated oligomer with a mobility ranging from 10−2 to
10−4 cm2V−1s−1, was evaporated on top (ﬁgure 1.22a). As the geometry (and
hence the coercive ﬁeld) of the LSMO electrodes is the same, they did not succeed
in switching the magnetization of each FM contact independently. However, they
change the relative orientation from random, at low ﬁeld, to parallel at higher ﬁeld.
A maximum resistance decrease of about 30 % from the random to the parallel
conﬁguration was observed at room temperature for a 140 nm channel, while no
MR eﬀect is observed for channels larger than 200 nm (ﬁgure 1.22b). It should
be pointed out that the MR signal does not depend on the relative orientation
between the applied ﬁeld and the current.
In 2004 Xiong et al. [2] succeeded in fabricating a vertical organic device clearly sho-
wing a spin valve signal, with the resistance switching between the parallel and an-
tiparallel magnetization state of the electrodes. They used the small pi-conjugated
molecule 8-hydroxy-quinoline aluminum (Alq3) as a spacer layer, sandwiched be-
tween a LSMO and a Co electrodes (ﬁgure 1.23a). A negative MR of 40% was
observed at 11 K for a d=130 nm thick organic layer (ﬁgure 1.23b), vanishing be-
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Figure 1.23: (a) Schematic representation of the device studied by Xiong et al. [2]. (b) GMR
loop of a LSMO (100 nm)/Alq3(130 nm)/Co (3.5 nm) spin-valve device measured at 11 K. The
blue (red) curve denotes GMR measurements made while increasing (decreasing)H. The insets
schematically represent anti-parallel (AP) and parallel (P) conﬁgurations. (c) Schematic band
diagram of the device reported in (a) in the rigid band approximation showing the Fermi levels
and the work functions of the two FM electrodes, LSMO and Co, respectively, and the HOMO-
LUMO levels of Alq3. (d) Temperature dependence of the device MR. The inset shows the
temperature dependence of the electrode magnetization as a comparison [2].
low room temperature (ﬁgure 1.23d). A good conductivity was observed in these
devices, despite the very low mobility values reported in literature for Alq3 (about
10−5 cm2V−1s−1 for electrons and 10−6 cm2V−1s−1 for holes [111]) and no injec-
tion barrier has been observed. This is not compatible with the schematic band
diagram (ﬁgure 1.23c) reported, assuming holes injection from the anode Fermi
level into the near HOMO level of the molecule through a tunnel barrier. The au-
thors also pointed out that the evaporation of the top Co electrode causes pinholes
and Co inclusions in the Alq3 layer over a distance d0 of about 100 nm. Despite
the ill-deﬁned Co/Alq3 interface, an attempt to estimate the spin diﬀusion length
ls in organic layer was made by using a simple injection and diﬀusion model by
using an extension of the Jullière model for magneto tunnel junction. Assuming
no loss of spin memory at the Co/Alq3 interface and an exponential decay in the
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d− d0 neat region, the relative magnetoresistance is given by
∆R
R
=
RAP −RP
RP
=
2P1P2e
−(d−d0)/ls
1− P1P2e−(d−d0)/ls
(1.29)
where P1 and P2 are the spin polarization of the FM electrodes. Considering
P1P2=-0.32 and d0=87 nm it was obtained ls=45 nm at 11 K. The same model
has been used also by Pramanik et al. [86] to estimate ls in organic nanowire spin
valve where a 30 nm thick Alq3 layer is sandwiched between cobalt and nickel
electrodes. In this case they assume d-d0 ≈ d and values up to 6 nm have ob-
tained at low temperature. For the ﬁrst time they addressed the question which
spin relaxation mechanism is dominant in organic semiconductors, indicating the
Elliott-Yafet mode as the primary.
After the pioneering work of Xiong et al. [2], the inversion of the spin-valve eﬀect
has been detected in LSMO/Alq3/Co devices by many other groups [112, 106,
113]. The eﬀect has also has been observed in LSMO/Alq3/Al2O3/Co [107] and
LSMO/Alq3/LiF/Co [37] devices showing that is independent of the material com-
bination at the top interface. While at the beginning the negative MR was ascribed
to the negative spin polarization of the Co d-band [2] the available knowledge on
the spin polarization at both interfaces seriously contradicts the negative-MR data.
It has been demonstrated that Co injects majority (up) spins for both Co/Alq3
and Co/Al2O3/Alq3 interfaces and manganites such as LSMO are widely accepted
as majority (spin up) injectors [45]. A model was proposed for n-type OSC by
Dediu et al. [107] which accepts the positive sign of the spin polarization for car-
riers coming from both LSMO and Co. However this widely reproduced inversion
eﬀect remains an open question for the organic spintronics.
The temperature dependence of the MR in LSMO/Alq3/Co has been investigated
by several groups [106, 107, 112, 37, 114] and initially a maximum working tempera-
ture in the 210-250 K region was reported (blue and red makers in ﬁgure 1.24). An
attempt to surpass this temperature range was performed by substituting LSMO
with a high-temperature ferromagnetic element such as Fe [115]. Unfortunately,
the temperature at which MR was recorded was even lower. In 2008 Dediu et
al. [107] observed room-temperature MR in LSMO/Alq3/Al2O3/Co devices by
improving the quality of both injecting interfaces, especially the top one, in which
a thin insulating layer was added (green circles in ﬁgure 1.24). Moreover a com-
parative study [114] of various OSCs (Alq3, α-NPD, CVB) with a ﬁxed set of
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magnetic electrodes (LSMO and Co) has produced quite similar results for each
of the materials studied: inverse spin-valve eﬀect (around 10 % at low tempera-
tures) and fast decrease of the MR with increasing temperature, vanishing between
210-240 K. It has been pointed out [114, 107] that MR decreases with tempera-
Figure 1.24: Temperature dependence of the normalized MR of diﬀerent Alq3-based SV devices
with LSMO and Co as magnetic electrodes. The reported spacer layer thicknesses are 130 nm
(blue) [112], 160 nm (red) [114] and 100 nm [107]. Arrows indicate the temperature at which the
corresponding MR signal goes to zero [45].
ture following exactly the surface magnetization of LSMO reported by Park et
al. [90] and vanishing at its TC . This behavior seems to indicate that the tempera-
ture dependence of these devices is completely dominated by the injection process,
and the corresponding temperature dependence of the spin-transport losses inside
OSCs must be very weak. Furthermore, the presence of an injection-dominated
electronic-transport regime could partially explain the random thickness depen-
dence of the MR reported in some articles [106, 113]. Other groups refuse this
explanation, attributing the temperature dependence of the MR to spin relaxation
into the OSC [8].
While the interest in spin injection and long-distance spin transport in organic
semiconductors was growing, several groups also started to explore the possibi-
lities of these materials as spin-tunnel barriers [45]. In 2004 Petta et al. [116]
demonstrate spin-polarized tunneling trough an organic semiconductor fabricating
Ni/octanethiol/Ni vertical tunnelling devices in a nanopore geometry with an oc-
tanethiol self-assembled monolayer. These devices showed MR up to 16% at 4.2 K,
which vanished at about 30 K. The sign of the MR was observed to switch from
positive to negative for diﬀerent voltage values, but also from sample to sample at
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the same voltage.
MR has been detected also in devices with a Langmuir-Blodgett monolayer ﬁlm
as the tunnel barrier [117, 118]. However, the presence of a continuous organic
monolayer conﬁned between the two ferromagnetic electrodes was not convincin-
gly demonstrated, leaving the nature of the observed magnetoresistive eﬀects open
to question.
An important step forward for organic spin tunneling was the fabrication of devices
by direct in situ UHV organic vapour deposition with shadow masking. Santos et
al. [105] fabricated Co/Al2O3/Alq3/NiFe vertical tunneling devices (ﬁgure 1.25a).
A positive TMR around 15% was recorded at 4.2 K, with a few percent still present
at room temperature (ﬁgure 1.25b).
Figure 1.25: (a) Cross-sectional High Resolution TEM image of a MTJ, showing the continuous
Alq3 barrier. (b) TMR for an Co(8 nm)/Al2O3(0.6 nm)/Alq3(1.6 nm)/Py(10 nm) junction
measured with 10 mV bias. The inset shows the temperature dependence of RJ for this junction
and the chemical structure of the Alq3 molecule [105].
It must be mentioned that some groups interpreted as tunneling also transport
across thick organic layers, essentially by claiming transport only through defects
in the organic layer [106, 119, 109].
This brief overview makes clear that a full understanding of the spintronic eﬀects
involved in OSC devices is still lacking. The most controversial issue is the low
reproducibility of the published experimental results. For example, let's focus our
attention on Alq3, the most popular OSC for spintronic applications. It should be
noted that inverse MR is a well established result for the LSMO/Alq3/Co struc-
ture, both for groups claiming injection in the spacer layer [2, 108, 107] and for
groups claiming tunneling between the two ferromagnetic electrodes [106, 119, 109].
At the same time positive MR values have been reported in tunneling devices [105]
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and injection devices [120]. In addition, the device resistances obtained by diﬀer-
ent groups spread over several orders of magnitude, and an accurate comparative
assessment is often prevented by the lack of information on such important de-
vice parameters as I-V curves, mobility, injection barriers and operating voltages,
among others. Moreover, even when data are available, the theoretical models
generally used to describe organic electronic and optoelectronic devices (Injection
Limited Current, Space Charge Limited Current, Trap Charge Limited Current)
often can not be applied, due to incompatible I-V curves and temperature depen-
dence of the device resistance. So, in parallel with spin-transport studies, simpler
charge transport also needs a deeper understanding. All these considerations in-
dicate that the organic spintronics community should make an eﬀort to elaborate
common metrology rules to allow direct comparisons between diﬀerent experi-
ments and open a serious discussion about these controversial results and future
challenges.
1.3.2 Hanle eﬀect as a proof of spin transport in organic layer
MR signals have been measured in vertical organic spin valves by many groups [2,
105, 106, 107] and also injection of spin polarized electrons into the OSC layer has
been detected by 2PPE spectroscopy and muon spin rotation techniques [7, 8].
However these experiments do not prove that spin injection is the cause of an
electrical spin valve signal. MR can indeed arise due to other eﬀects, such as
tunnel through locally thin region of the organic barrier or fringe ﬁelds perturba-
tion [121, 122, 106]. The detection of the Hanle eﬀect has been accepted as the
only reliable proof that a link exist between spin polarized injection into the OSC
layer and the spin valve signal [123, 124, 53, 125]. The Hanle eﬀect consists in
the modulation and suppression of the MR signal due to precession and dephas-
ing of spins in the presence of a magnetic ﬁeld applied out of the device plane
(ﬁgure 1.26a). It has been detected in metallic and inorganic semiconductor-based
spin valves [126, 53, 125], and it was shown that the drift-diﬀusion model develo-
ped by Johnson and Silsbee [124] can be successfully employed to quantitatively
study the eﬀect. Let's consider an oblique magnetic ﬁeld B = Bz zˆ+Byyˆ, where zˆ
indicates the axis perpendicular to the device plane while yˆ is oriented in the device
plane along the injector/detector magnetization. The spins of electrons traveling
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Figure 1.26: (a) Schematic of a studied spin valve with a out-of-plane magnetic ﬁeld applied [9].
Vectorial representation of the applied magnetic ﬁeld and electron spin. Spin precession around
the ﬁeld axis is indicated.
from an electrode to the other will precess around the ﬁeld axis at the Larmor
frequency
ωL =
egB
2me
(1.30)
as illustrated in ﬁgure 1.26b. In Cartesian (x′,y′,z′) coordinates, with the ﬁeld B
along z′, the initial spin direction at the injector is si=(0, sin θ, cos θ), where θ is
the angle between the ﬁeld and the injector magnetization. After precession over a
transit time t, the ﬁnal spin direction will be sf=(sin θ sin ωLt, sin θ cos ωLt, cos θ).
The spin detector output is assumed to be proportional to the projection of ﬁnal
spin direction on the detector magnetization axis. Therefore, if the injector and
detector are in the parallel conﬁguration, the contribution from a single precessing
electron is given by si · sf=sin2θ cos ωLt+ cos2θ. Considering the random walk
induced by diﬀusion, the expected total spin signal is the sum of all the projection
contributions at diﬀerent arrival times, weighted by the arrival time distribution:
GMR ∝
∫ +∞
0
1√
4piDt
· e− (d−vt)
2
4Dt · [sin2θcos(ωLt) + cos2θ]e−t/tsdt, (1.31)
where D is the diﬀusion constant, d the spacer layer thickness, and ts the spin
lifetime. In materials in which the spin transport occurs rather incoherently (the
variation of the transit time ttrans is large), spin dephasing can already be observed
at small Bz resulting in a quenching of the magnetoresistance i.e. a decrease of the
diﬀerence between the resistances in the parallel (P) and antiparallel (AP) state
(ﬁgure 1.27). In case of coherent spin transport, each precession can be observed as
an oscillation in the resistance as a function of the applied magnetic ﬁeld [127] while
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Figure 1.27: Theoretical traces of a device's resistance during experiments in a perpendicular
magnetic ﬁeld Bz for the previously prepared parallel (blue curve) and antiparallel (orange curve)
spin valve conﬁguration assuming incoherent transport. Here is represented the case of a negative
MR (RAP<RP ). As shown, the diﬀerence between the two curves is expected to decrease with
increasing Bz [110].
large Bz must be applied in order to observe a decrease of the magnetoresistance.
Charge transport in organic semiconductors takes place by hopping [128] and is
highly incoherent. Therefore the former behavior is expected. However no change
of the magnetoresistance as a function of Bz has been detected in organic spin
valves, yet [110, 9]. In this work LSMO/Alq3/AlOx/Co spin valves (schematically
illustrated in ﬁgure 1.26) have been investigated in order to detect the Hanle eﬀect
signature. The experimental details and discussion are given in chapter 5.
1.3.3 Beyond magnetoresistance
Although the main experimental eﬀorts in the ﬁeld of organic spintronics have
so far been dedicated to the electrical detection of a magnetoresistance signal,
other approaches have also been investigated. Two powerful techniques introduced
recently in the ﬁeld of organic spintronics, two-photon photoemission (2PPE) spec-
troscopy and muon spin-rotation technique, have succeeded in revealing the proﬁle
distribution of the spin polarization inside OSCs [45]. 2PPE spectroscopy experi-
ments are performed with just a few OSC monolayers grown on top of an intrinsi-
cally spin-polarized ferromagnetic material [7]. Spin-polarized electrons from the
metal are excited by the ﬁrst energy pulse into an intermediate energy state. Some
of the electrons propagate into the OSC where, with a certain probability, they can
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be excited by the second photon causing the photoemission (ﬁgure 1.28a). The
analysis of the average spin polarization of the photoemitted electrons allows for
the deﬁnition of the exact scattered intensity along both the space and the energy
proﬁles. The spin-polarized injection eﬃciency from Co into the ﬁrst monolayer of
the copper phthalocyanine (CuPc) was estimated to be close to 100% (that is, no
losses with respect to the starting value). Noticeably, a weak decay of the polar-
ization was registered for up to 16 monolayers (40% spin polarization remaining),
although we must note that this experimental technique is less accurate for rela-
tively thick layers.
Figure 1.28: (a) On the left, normalized spin polarization as a function of CuPc thickness on
a Co/CuPc junction. The values, obtained by two-photon photoemission spectroscopy [7], show
a spin-injection eﬃciency of 85% from the Co substrate into the CuPc unoccupied molecular
orbitals. On the right, schematic representation of the two photon photoemission spectroscopy
technique. CuPc electrons are excited from the Co by an initial light pulse in intermediate
states lying between the Fermi and the vacuum level of the hetero-junction. A second photon
gives to some of those excited electrons enough energy to be photoemitted. (b) On the left,
temperature dependence of the spin-diﬀusion length in Alq3 extracted from the muon spin-
relaxation experiments reported by Drew et al. [8]. On the right, a schematic representation of
the device is shown. B represents the magnetic ﬁeld, p the muon momentum, s the initial muon
polarization, FM1 and FM2 the ferromagnetic contacts.
In a second report, electrical injection was combined with low energy muon spin
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rotation to study the spin-diﬀusion length (ls) inside Alq3 in a standard vertical
spin-valve device [8]. The stopping distribution of the spin-polarized muons was
varied in the range 3-200 nm by controlling the implantation energy. A quantita-
tive analysis determined the spin-diﬀusion length and its temperature dependence.
On the one hand, the diﬀusion length reached a low temperature value of 35 nm:
a lower value than the one estimated from electrical measurements (> 100 nm), a
discrepancy that could nevertheless be explained, bearing in mind the imperfect
injection eﬃciency of the device being studied. On the other hand, the weak tem-
perature dependence of the ls is in good qualitative agreement with independent
MR characterizations in Alq3-based devices [107].
A further alternative solution to the magnetoresistance measurements has been
proposed recently by the research group of the professor Sirringhaus. They mana-
ged to pump a pure spin current into a highly-doped conductive organic material
(PEDOT:PSS) [129] and into an undoped OSC (PBTTT) [130] by means of ferro-
magnetic spin-wave resonance (FMR) technique, and to convert this spin current
into a transverse charge current through the spin-orbit-coupling-mediated inverse
spin Hall eﬀect (ISHE). The conversion of a spin current into an electric signal had
been demonstrated before and used to study metallic systems [131, 132, 133, 134].
The mechanism is illustrated in ﬁgure 1.29, taken from Ref. [131]. The sample,
in this case a Ni81Fe19(10nm)/Pt(7nm) bilayer ﬁlm, is placed near the center of a
microwave cavity at which the magnetic-ﬁeld component of the microwave mode is
maximized while the electric-ﬁeld component is minimized. During measurement,
the microwave mode with a frequency of f=9.45 GHz is exited in the cavity, and
an external static magnetic ﬁeld H is applied in the sample plane. When H and f
fulﬁll the FMR condition, a pure spin current Js with a polarization σ parallel to
the external-ﬁeld direction is resonantly injected into the Pt layer by spin pump-
ing. Due to the strong SOC of the Pt, the electron trajectories are bent according
to σ, producing an eﬀective current Jc given by
Jc = DISHEJs × σ, (1.32)
where DISHE is a coeﬃcient representing the ISHE eﬃciency in a material. Using
the lock-in technique, the FMR signal is measured as an electric-potential diﬀerence
VISHE between the electrodes attached to the Pt layer. Watanabe et al. [130]
inserted PBTTT spacer layers with diﬀerent thicknesses d between NiFe and Pt
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Figure 1.29: Schematic illustration of the spin pumping eﬀect and the inverse spin-Hall eﬀect
(ISHE) in a NiFe/Pt bilayer ﬁlm. Js and Jc denote the spatial directions of a pure spin current
generated by spin pumping and an electric current generated by ISHE, respectively. σ is the spin-
polarization vector of the spin current Js. The dotted arrows in the Pt layer describe electron
motion bent by the spin-orbit interaction in the Pt layer, a motion responsible for ISHE [131].
(ﬁgure 1.30a). Showing that a signal VISHE can still be detected for d up to
400 nm (in the range 200 K-300 K), they demonstrated this material to have
a long temperature-indipendent spin relaxation length (ﬁgure 1.30b). Recently
another group [135] performed a similar experiment employing Alq3 as spacer
layer, estimating a spin relaxation length ls ≈ 50 nm. As already pointed out by
these groups, to generate the sizeable voltage signal in the Pt, the spin current
transmitted through the polymer should be large, and to explain the observed
values they need to assume a spin conductivity in these OSC that is several orders of
magnitude higher than what is expected from the measured electrical conductivity.
They justify this assumption by considering an exchange contributions to spin
diﬀusion proposed by Yu [136]. In this theoretical paper it has been argued that,
if the polaron density is large enough (> 1017 cm−3 for Alq3), the exchange-induced
spin motion, which is more rapid than the polaron hopping, becomes dominant.
Thus the spin and charge transport in the organic material may be decoupled.
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Figure 1.30: Schematic illustration of the spin pumping eﬀect and the inverse spin-Hall eﬀect
(ISHE) in a NiFe/PBTTT/Pt trilayer device [130].
1.3.4 Spinterface
Since the publication of the pioneering works on organic spintronics [1, 2], in
addition to the study of the energy-level-allignment at a metal/OSC interface (see
paragraph 1.1.3), many eﬀorts have been made in order to understand the spin-
polarization properties of FM/OSC interfaces [41]. This gave rise to the so-called
'spinterface' science, term introduced by Sanvito [137].
Suzuki et al. [138] measured the spin polarization of metal (Mn, Fe, Cu, and Mg)
and metal-free phthalocyanines on Fe(100) by means of Spin-Polarized Metastable
Deexcitation Spectroscopy (SPMDS). They found that the spin polarization of
both metal and metal-free phthalocyanines is antiparallel to the Fe substrate.
X-Ray Magnetic Circular Dichroism (XMCD) is considered an ideal method to
probe the magnetization of diﬀerent materials at an interface because of the unique
element-resolved function. Scheybal et al. [139] reported the ﬁrst XMCD study of
OSC/ferromagnetic metal interfaces, demonstrating the existence of an exchange
coupling between a large organic adsorbate manganese MnTPPCl and a ferro-
magnetic cobalt substrate. Their work was followed by many others [140, 141].
Zhan et al. [46] showed direct evidence for the spin polarization of organic mo-
lecular pi-orbitals by N K-edge XMCD measurement of Alq3 sub-monolayers on
Fe surfaces (ﬁgure 1.31a). Another powerful technique employed to investigate
the spin-polarization properties of FM/OSC interfaces is the Spin-Polarized UPS
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Figure 1.31: Examples of XMCD (a) and PE (b) spectra taken on hybridized FM/OSC inter-
faces. Fe L-edge X-ray absorption spectra for right circularly polarized X-rays with right (red)
and left (black) magnetization and XMCD (cyan) of the substrate (300 K, 500 Gauss). The
inset on the right shows a diagram to illustrate the Fe L-edge XMCD eﬀect. Reproduced from
Ref. [46]. (b) Spin-resolved diﬀerence spectra of direct (closed symbols; hν=520 eV) and inverse
(open symbols) photoemission (PE) spectroscopy at room temperature of Co/MnPc (2.6(2.0) ML
for direct(inverse) PE) revealing a P ≈ 180% at EF . Reproduced from Ref. [142].
(SP-UPS). Using 2PPE spectroscopy, Cinchetti et al. [7] demonstrated an eﬃcient
spin injection from the Co substrate into the CuPc unoccupied molecular orbitals.
Since then several other interfaces have been investigated, in particular Steil et
al. [143], from the same group, studied Alq3 on Co (ﬁgure 1.31b). A recent work
by Djeghloul et al. [142] showed highly eﬃcient MnPc/Co and H2Pc/Co spinter-
faces by SP direct and inverse PE spectroscopy (ﬁgure 1.31b). In particular they
measured a magnetic moment on the molecule's nitrogen pi orbitals, conﬁrming
the ab-initio calculations.
However, as already argued by Barraud et al. [144] and Sanvito [137], the results
obtained by means of the above introduced experimental techniques are averaged
on a relatively large area (at least on the micrometric scale), while diﬀerent por-
tions of the device may contribute in drastically diﬀerent ways to the magneto-
resistance of the device. The properties of the device can, in fact, be dominated
by narrow 'hotspots' where the density of the spin-polarized current is high, sur-
rounded by large areas that transmit little current at all. Thus it is necessary to
perform local measurements to obtain reliable information about the poorly un-
derstood phenomena occurring at the interface. Barraud et al. [144] indented an
Alq3 layer with an atomic force microscope (AFM) cobalt tip, obtaining nanomet-
ric LSMO/Alq3/Co junctions. This allowed them to perform local I-V and R-H
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measurements, obtaining positive magnetoresistance traces up to 300 % at low tem-
perature (ﬁgure 1.32), a record percentage for organic SVs. In the same paper they
Figure 1.32: Magnetoresistance curve of a nanometric LSMO/Alq3/Co junctions obtained at
2 K and 5 mV. In the inset are shown the I-V curves recorded at 2 K in the parallel (PA) and
antiparallel (IAP ) magnetic conﬁgurations. Reproduced from Ref. [144].
also introduced a phenomenological model in order to explain the apparent dis-
crepancies on the observed magnetoresistance signs in LSMO/Alq3/Co spin valves
reported in the literature [2, 107, 145]. The basic idea is that a spin-dependent
broadening Γ of the molecule states at the metal/organic interface occurs, modify-
ing the spin-polarization at the Fermi level. This could lead to an increase of the
eﬀective spin polarization of the electrodes or even change their sign, so that a new
eﬀective spin-dependent interface including the ﬁrst molecular layer has to be de-
ﬁned (ﬁgure 1.33). The model was then used by Sanvito [137], who introduced the
term spinterface. The inversion of the spin polarization at the organic site due to
the hybridization of the out-of-plane pz orbitals with the d states of the metal was
demonstrated experimentally by Atodiresei et al. [146] by means of spin-polarized
scanning tunneling microscopy (SP-STM), as shown in ﬁgure 1.34. However such
investigations on the LSMO/organic interface have not been carried out, yet.
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Figure 1.33: (a) Schematic drawing of the model of donor-acceptor-mediated transport. The
donor (D) and acceptor (A) states coupled to the left and right leads are shown in red. Bulk Alq3
transmission between the donor and acceptor is summarized by series of molecular states in black.
(b) Illustration of the spin-dependent interfacial molecular hybridization (SHIPS) obtained for
strong coupling to a ferromagnetic electrode in the limit of |Γ|  |∆E˜| with |E˜| ∼ 0, where E˜
is the energy diﬀerence with respect to the Fermi level. A simple one-band DOS is considered
for simpliﬁcation. The level undergoes a spin-dependent broadening while being brought to
resonance. Accordingly, its spin polarization at the Fermi level (dashed line) is reversed compared
with the ferromagnetic electrode one [144].
Figure 1.34: Experimental (22Å×22 Å) SP-STM images forH2Pc adsorbed on 2 ML Fe/W(110)
at V=+0.05 for both spin channels and spin polarization. H2Pc molecules show a high locally
varying spin-polarization ranging from attenuation to inversion with respect to the ferromagnetic
Fe ﬁlm [146].
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Chapter 2
Memristors and memristive spin valves
2.1 Memristors
A memristor (short for memory-resistor) is a fourth fundamental circuit ele-
ment, in addition to the already known resistor, capacitor and inductor. Its ex-
istence was theorized in 1971 by the engineer Leon Chua from symmetry argu-
ments [3]. Chua argued that there exist four fundamental variables in a circuit:
the electric current i, the voltage V , the charge q ﬂowing in the circuit, and the
magnetic ﬂux φ. Since charge and current are governed by
i = dq/dt (2.1)
and voltage and magnetic ﬂux are governed by Faraday's law
V = dφ/dt (2.2)
it means there are four possible circuit elements that can connect the variables:
the resistor (R = dV/di), the capacitor (C = dq/dV ), the inductor (L = dφ/di)
and the fourth, never seen before, memristor (M = dφ/dq). The relationship
between circuit elements and variables is outlined in ﬁgure 2.1. From the memristor
equation and using Faraday's law and the conservation of charge, we obtain
V = Mi. (2.3)
If M is a constant then we have obtained nothing more than a normal resistor, but
if M depends on q itself we obtain the general and more interesting formula
V = M(q)i. (2.4)
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Figure 2.1: The four fundamental two-terminal circuit elements: resistor, capacitor, inductor
and memristor [4].
The i-V characteristic of such a nonlinear relation between q and φ for a sinu-
soidal input is generally a frequency-dependent Lissajous ﬁgure, and no combi-
nation of nonlinear resistive, capacitive and inductive components can duplicate
the circuit properties of a nonlinear memristor (although including active circuit
elements such as ampliﬁers can do so) [3]. Because most valuable circuit func-
tions are attributable to nonlinear device characteristics, memristors compatible
with integrated circuits could provide new circuit functions such as electronic resi-
stance switching at extremely high two-terminal device densities. The most basic
mathematical deﬁnition of a current-controlled memristor for circuit analysis is the
diﬀerential form
V = R(w)i (2.5)
dw
dt
= i (2.6)
where w is the state variable of the device and R is a generalized resistance that
depends upon the internal state of the device. In this case the state variable is just
the charge, but no physical model was able to give this simple equation. In 1976
Chua and Kang generalized the concept of memristor to a much broader class of
nonlinear dynamical systems they called memristive systems [147], described by
the equations
V = R(w, i)i (2.7)
dw
dt
= f(w, i). (2.8)
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R and f can be functions of time but this analysis is restricted to the case of time
independent devices. It is clear from these equation that we are essentially talking
about devices that feature resistive switching. Even though non-volatile resistance
switching eﬀects were already known in the 60s [148, 149] a complete realization
of a memristor device, had to wait until the recently published pioneering paper
by Strukov et al. [4]. They also proposed a phenomenological model of a device
that act as a memristor described by equation 2.4, based on the assumption that
the observed hysteresis in the i-V characteristics requires some sort of atomic rear-
rangement that modulates the electronic current. On the basis of this proposition,
they consider a thin semiconductor ﬁlm of thickness D sandwiched between two
metal contacts, as shown in ﬁgure 2.2. The total resistance of the device is de-
Figure 2.2: Schematic representation of a memristive device. D is the total thickness of the
spacer layer, w is the thickness of the doped region [4].
termined by two variable resistors connected in series, representing respectively a
region of thickness w with a high concentration of dopants (RONw/D) and the rest
with a low density of dopants (ROFF (1 − w/D)). The application of an external
bias V (t) across the device will move the boundary between the two regions by
causing the charged dopants to drift. For the simplest case of ohmic electronic
conduction and linear ionic drift in a uniform ﬁeld with average ion mobility µV ,
the device can be described with the linear-drift model
V (t) =
[
RON
(w
D
)
+ROFF
(
1− w
D
)]
i(t) (2.9)
dw
dt
= µV
RON
D
i(t). (2.10)
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Inserting the integral of 2.10
w = µV
RON
D
q(t) (2.11)
in 2.9 and considering ROFF  RON , the charge-dependent memristance of the
system is obtained:
M(q) = ROFF
(
1− µVRON
D2
q(t)
)
. (2.12)
It should be observed that, because of the factor 1/D2, for any materials this term
will be 106 times larger in absolute value at the nanometer scale than it is at the
micrometer scale. It is also interesting to note that in no part of this treatment
was any magnetic ﬁeld involved, even though the concept of the memristor itself
revolves around the magnetic ﬂux. The state variable described in equation 2.11
is proportional to the charge q that passes through the device until the boundary
condition
0 ≤ w ≤ D (2.13)
is fulﬁlled.
Figure 2.3: Simulations of a memristive device. In the top panels the applied voltage (blue),
the resulting current and w/D(red) are plotted as a function of time. In (a) a sinusoidal bias
voltage V = Vosin(ωot) is applied, with ωo = 2piD2/µV V0 and ROFF /RON = 160. In (b) the
applied voltage is V = ±Vosin2(ωot) with ROFF /RON = 380. The bottom panels show the i-V
characteristics given respectively by the two bias voltages described above [4].
As long as the system remains in this regime, any symmetrical alternating-current
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voltage bias results in double-loop i-V hysteresis that collapses to a straight line
for high frequencies (ﬁgure 2.3a). Multiple continuous states will also be obtained
if there is any sort of asymmetry in the applied bias (ﬁgure 2.3b). In any case the
hysteresis loops are pinched at V=0, a fundamental condition to deﬁne a memris-
tive system. Several boundary conditions can be imposed for the hard-switching
case, that is when the value of w reaches either of the boundaries (large voltage
excursions or long times under bias). If w remains constant until the voltage re-
verses polarity, the device satisﬁes the normal equations for a current-controlled
memristive system 2.7 and 2.8.
Figure 2.4: (a),(b) Simulated i-V characteristics in the linear ion drift approximation.
(c)Simulated i-V characteristic for nonlinear ion drift. (d) Experimental i-V characteristic taken
on a nanoscale Pt/TiO2/Pt junction [4].
In ﬁgure 2.4a,b two i-V curves are simulated for such a memristive device. In ﬁ-
gure 2.4a the upper boundary is reached while the derivative of the voltage is nega-
tive, producing an apparent or dynamical negative diﬀerential resistance (NDR).
It is simply a result of the charge-dependent change in the device resistance, and it
is sensitive to time and device history, contrary to the static negative diﬀerential
resistance. This can be observed by the strong dependence on the frequency of a
sinusoidal driving voltage. For example when the boundary is reached much faster
by doubling the magnitude of the applied voltage (ﬁgure 2.4b) the switching event
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is a monotonic function of current. Despite the hard-switching case seems to be
deﬁned by a clear threshold voltage, the eﬀect is actually dynamical. This means
that any positive voltage V applied to the device in the OFF state will eventually
switch it to the ON state after a time ∼ D2ROFF /(2µV V + RON ). It should be
noted that the device will remain in the on state as long as a positive voltage is
applied, but even a small negative bias will switch it back to the oﬀ state. In
nanoscale devices, small voltages can yield enormous electric ﬁelds, which in turn
can produce signiﬁcant nonlinearities in ionic transport. This nonlinear drift con-
dition when w is close to 0 or D can be expressed by multiplying the right side of
equation 2.10 by a window function w(D − w)/D2. In this case the switching is
essentially binary because the ON and OFF states can be held much longer if the
voltage does not exceed a speciﬁc threshold. Nonlinearity can also be expected
in the electronic transport, which can be due to, for example, tunneling at the
interfaces or high-ﬁeld electron hopping. Figure 2.4c shows a simulated i-V char-
acteristic for this condition, closely resembling the experimental i-V characteristic
measured on a nanoscale Pt/TiO2/Pt junction (ﬁgure 2.4d).
2.2 Memristive spin valves
Figure 2.5: Schematic representation of the multifunctional device investigated by Prezioso et
al. [6]. From the top: Co ferromagnetic electrode, followed by a thin AlOx tunnel barrier, a
layer of the organic semiconductor Alq3 and ﬁnally the bottom La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 ferromagnetic
electrode. The device was measured in four contact mode by applying a bias voltage at INPUT
B, reading the current generated with an ammeter A and measuring the eﬀective voltage VR
produced at the sense contacts. The resistance is deﬁned as R = VR/A. The magnetoresistance
is measured by applying a magnetic ﬁeld parallel to the Co electrode.
Resistive switching have been reported also in organic LSMO/Alq3/AlOx/Co
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spin valve devices [150, 5]. Furthermore in these works an interesting interplay
between magnetic and resistive switching eﬀects was shown to occur, allowing to
control the spin-valve magnetoresistance (SVMR) by setting the device in diﬀerent
resistive states (ﬁgure 2.6).
Figure 2.6: The measurements shown here were taken using a sample with a 200 nm thick Alq3
layer at 100 K. a) Typical memristor pinched I-V curve. Inset: high resolution I-V curve of the
a NDR region. b) Sequence of I-V curves reaching increasingly higher (50 mV step) negative
biases (programming bias). The red curves correspond to programming biases that leave the
device with a GMR signal. The black curves reach programming biases high enough to destroy
the GMR signal. c) GMR curves taken at -100 mV in the lowest memristance state (red points),
intermediate state (red circles) and highest memristance state (black points). d) The resistance
state at -100 mV, full diamonds, and the GMR magnitude, empty diamonds, are shown as a
function of the applied programming bias (with the I-V curves from panel (b). The red and black
colors correspond to the presence or otherwise of the GMR as in the other panels [6].
A step forward was the implementation of an IMP logic gate [6] based on a single
multi-functional device. As shown in ﬁgure 2.5 the two inputs of the logic gate
are the magnetic ﬁeld (A) and the applied bias voltage (B). Boolean values are
attributed to this inputs and to the output current as explained in ﬁgure 2.7.
Electric switching for up to 104 cycles were detected showing a good stability,
while the GMR eﬀect disappears after a few tens of cycles.
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Figure 2.7: a) Inputs and detected output of MEM used as a logic IMP gate. Input A is
represented by the magnetic ﬁeld: the zero-value bit (0) corresponds to the parallel orientation of
the electrode magnetization (in this case 3 kOe), while the value 1 is assigned to the antiparallel
conﬁguration. Input B corresponds to programming-bias pulses needed to set the device in the
low-resistance state (value 0) or the high-resistance state (value 1). After the application of the
input signals, the device is read at -100 mV and the measured current that represents the logic-
gate output is reported in graph a). These are experimentally collected data, taken after the
application of the proper input signals. By setting a threshold in the output current (the blue
line in the graph), it is possible to assign 0 for currents more negative than the threshold and 1
for lower currents. A single cycle, represented by the four combinations of inputs, is shown in the
Inset. The universal IMP logic-gate truth table (panel b) is reproduced by using only one single
device.
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Chapter 3
Experimental setup and
device fabrication
In this thesis I studied LSMO/Alq3/AlOx/Co vertical spin valves. In this
chapter I will describe the fabrication process and the equipment and techniques
used to characterize the devices.
3.1 Electrical characterization
Figure 3.1: (a) Top view of a substrate with three devices, whose active region corresponds
to the cross section between LSMO and cobalt electrodes. Organic layer is deposited inside the
region indicated by the red dashed line. (b) Samples located on the cryostat sample holder. The
copper pads connect the devices to the external plug. Position 1 and position 2 allow to rotate
the sample respectively in plane and out of plane.
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Figure 3.1a shows three spin-valve devices on a STO substrate. LSMO and
cobalt electrodes are connected to gold wires with a diameter of 50 µm by means
of indium. The samples are located on the cryostat sample holder and the wires
are soldered to the copper pads (ﬁgure 3.1b), which connect the DUT (device
under test) to the external plug. Electrical characterizations have been carried out
by using a Keithley 236 Source Measure Unit (SMU). Figure 3.2 shows the SMU
electrical scheme in the Source V-Measure I conﬁguration, both for remote sense
(4-points) and local sense (2-points) mode. An ammeter is connected between
Figure 3.2: Electrical scheme of Keithley 236 SMU in the SourceV-MeasureI conﬁguration. The
instrument has an integrated feedback system: the measured voltage Vmeter is compared with
the programmed voltage level and, if they are not the same, Vsource is adjusted accordingly. In
local sense mode, Vmeter measures the voltage at the output, while in the remote sense mode it
measures the eﬀective voltage across the DUT.
the voltage source (Vsource) and Output HI. Sense circuitry is used to constantly
monitor the output voltage and make adjustments to Vsource as needed. Vmeter
measures the voltage at the output (local sense) or at the DUT (remote sense)
and compares it to the programmed voltage level. If the sensed level and the
programmed value are not the same, Vsource is adjusted accordingly ensuring that
the programmed voltage appears at the DUT. Triaxial cables (triax) are used
to accurately measure low currents. Guard is kept at the same potential as the
Output HI by the buﬀer circuit to eliminate the eﬀects of the leakage current (and
capacitance) that exists between the Output HI and the Output LOw. A keithley
708A switching system has been used to automatically redirect the signals from
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the SMU to the desired electrodes as schematically represented in ﬁgure 3.3a. The
Figure 3.3: (a) Schematic representation of the circuitry connecting the SMU to the cryostat
plug. The source signals (OH, OL) and the sense signals (SH, SL) from the SMU are sent to a
Keithley 708A switching system which redirects them to the desired outputs (OH1, OH2, OH3,
OL, SL, SH1, SH2, SH3). The core pins of the triax from the switching system are collected
into the cryostat plug. (b) Device contacts corresponding to the pins of the cryostat plug. As an
example device 1 in remote sense conﬁguration is illustrated.
Figure 3.4: User interface of the LabView VI used to acquire I-V characteristics.
SMU and the switching system are connected in series to a PC through a GPIB
to USB converter and I-V characteristics are acquired by means of a software
developed in LabView programming environment (ﬁgure 3.4).
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Figure 3.5: Experimental setup for magnetoresistive characterizations. The blue arrows in-
dicate the position of the samples between the magnetic poles. The cryogenic system and the
electromagnet are described in the text.
3.2 Magnetoresistive characterization
The sample holder is introduced into the inner chamber of a gas-exchange
cryostat from Oxford Instruments, ﬁlled with nitrogen gas up to the pressure of
102 mbar. The outer chamber is kept at 10−5 mbar, in order to thermally insu-
late the system. The intermediate chamber is part of the nitrogen circuit: liquid
nitrogen is pumped into the chamber from the dewar and the exhausted gas is
pumped out, as described in ﬁgure 3.5. The samples can be cooled down to 77 K
and heated up to 400 K at the desired rate (K/min) by means an Oxford ITC 503S
temperature controller. The coils of the EPR electromagnet are connected to an
Elind KL power supply through an high power switcher which allows to change
the current direction. The right current-to-ﬁeld conversion factor was obtained by
calibrating the magnet with a gaussmeter. The high ﬁeld homogeneity over a large
volume guarantees that the same magnetic ﬁeld is applied both to position 1 and
to position 2 (ﬁgure 3.5). R-H characteristics have been taken by applying a ﬁxed
bias potential to the DUT and acquiring its resistance values as a function of mag-
netic ﬁeld, typically ranging from -3 kOe to 3kOe (ﬁgure 3.6). MR as a function
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Figure 3.6: User interface of the LabVIEW VI used to acquire R-H characteristics.
of temperature are also measured: the sample is kept at a ﬁxed bias potential and
the diﬀerence between the resistance at zero and at applied ﬁeld is taken, while the
temperature is increased (decreased) at a controlled rate. Moreover, as mentioned
before, the sample holder allows to rotate the sample in plane and out of plane
(ﬁgure 3.7) making possible to study the MR as a function of angle.
Figure 3.7: (a) Sample in position 1 can be rotated in plane. (b) Sample in position 2 can be
rotated with a ﬁeld component out of plane.
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Figure 3.8: Fabrication steps for a spin-valve device. (a) STO substrate. (b) LSMO bottom
electrodes with gold contacts on top. (c) Alq3 spacer layer (10 nm < d < 300 nm). (d) AlOx
tunnel barrier (d ≈ 2 nm). (e) Co top electrode with gold contacts.
3.3 Device fabrication
The spin-valve devices are fabricated by shadow masking following the steps
illustrated in ﬁgure 3.8. As a substrate a 10x5 mm2 STO(100) single crystal from
CRYSTAL GmbH is used. The crystal is cleaned by sonication in isopropanol.
LSMO bottom electrode
After this cleaning process the sample is located on the sample holder of a Chan-
nel Spark Ablation (CSA) system (ﬁgure 3.9). A stoichiometric La0.7Sr0.3MnO3
target from Pi-KEM ltd is ablated by means of a pulsed electron beam and three
1x5 mm2 LSMO stripes are then deposited on the substrate, previously covered
with a shadow mask and heated up to 800 ◦C. In order to extract electrons for
the beam an oxygen plasma is triggered as shown in ﬁgure 3.9. A negative high
voltage (5-30 kV) power supply is directly connected to a hollow cathode (a) and
a capacitor (b). The latter is grounded through an air gap (c) having a ﬂoating
electrode wich is decoupled from the capacitor by charging resistor (d). Between
the charging resistor and the ﬂoating electrode of the air gap a triggering anode
plate (e) is located and inserted in the bulb (f). At a suﬃcient high voltage a
spark brakes down the air gap (c), a rapid variation of the electric ﬁeld between
the hollow cathode and the anode plate ionizes the gas molecules in the bulb trig-
gering plasma in the cathode cavity (a), where the ampliﬁcation of the discharge
happens. Because of the high resistance of the charging resistor, the capacitor dis-
charge happens through the low impedance electron beam in the Pyrex channel(h).
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Figure 3.9: Scheme of the Channel Spark Ablation system. The generator consists of a transient
hollow cathode (a) connected to a dielectric acceleration tube and the trigger. The dielectric tube
is connected through a narrow exit to the transient hollow cathode and picks up the electron ﬂow
for the ﬁnal acceleration which forms the electron beam. The inner wall of the deposition chamber
is the actual anode. The trigger circuit consists of the air gap with a ﬂoating electrode (c), the
charging resistor (d), bottom anode(e) [151].
The electron beam current would be continuous if the power supply could provide
a suﬃcient current, but since its limited in current, the electron beam cannot be
sustained and the discharge extinguishes up to the new spark in the air gap. As a
consequence the beam assumes a pulsed character. The current supplied to charge
the capacitors deﬁnes the charging time and, hence, the operating frequency. The
high voltage and the capacitance determine the accumulated charge and the total
energy. The energy distribution of the electrons in the beam and the length of
the pulse is determined by the accelerating voltage and gas pressure [151]. After
the deposition of bottom electrodes, the sample is exposed to air and introduced
in a load lock chamber at a base pressure of 10−6 mbar, where gold contacts are
evaporated on LSMO stripes as illustrated in ﬁgure 3.8b.
Alq3 spacer layer and AlOx tunnel barrier
The sample is then transferred into the main chamber and annealed at 250 ◦C
for 30 min in order to restore the LSMO surface. Once the sample is cooled down
to room temperature, the organic layer deposition can start. A Knudsen cell OME
40-2-25-S from MBE (ﬁgure 3.10)a is used to evaporate 99.995% pure Alq3 from
Sigma Aldrich. The crucible is heated up to the temperature of 275 ◦C at a base
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Figure 3.10: (a) Bottom part of the organic-deposition chamber. Both the Alq3 Knudsen cell
and the aluminum evaporation cell can be observed. (b) Schematic representation of the chamber.
pressure of 10−8 mbar and the ﬁrst shutter in front of the crucible is opened. An
Inﬁcon quartz crystal balance adjacent to the substrate is monitored by a Sycon
Thickness Monitor STM-100. When a constant rate of 0.12 Å/s is reached a sec-
ond shutter in front of the sample is opened. During the deposition process the
substrate is rotated (0.14 rpm) in order to obtain a homogeneous ﬁlm. When the
desired thickness is obtained, both shutter are closed.
The AlOx tunnel barrier is prepared in a two step process. First the aluminum
crucible is heated up to about 700 ◦C and a 2 nm thick aluminum layer is evap-
orated on top of the Alq3 layer at a rate of 0.15 Å/s, following the procedure
described above. Then the sample is moved again in the load lock chamber, where
the aluminum is exposed to a controlled oxygen pressure of 100 mbar for 15 min.
Cobalt top electrode
The sample is transferred in the metal-deposition chamber at a base pressure
of 10−8 mbar. A mini e-ﬂux e-beam evaporator from tectra GmbH is used to
evaporate the cobalt top electrode. A coiled tungsten ﬁlament (ground potential)
is placed in close vicinity of a cobalt rod with a diameter of 2 mm (kept at the
positive potential of 2 kV). The thermionically emitted electrons are accelerated
towards the rod producing a current of 8-10 mA with extremely high heating-power
densities. High-purity cobalt (99.99+ %) is then evaporated on the sample as top
electrode in the cross-bar geometry described in ﬁgure 3.8e. The same procedure
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described for the organic layer deposition is followed. In this case a Sycon Thickness
Monitor STM-1 is used to control the deposition rate (0.4 - 0.5 Å/s). Finally the
sample is moved again in the load lock chamber, where gold contacts are deposited
on cobalt.
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Chapter 4
LSMO/Alq3/AlOx/Co spin-valves:
two charge transport regimes
In the last years magnetoresistance (MR) eﬀects have been observed in verti-
cal spin-valve structures with tris-(8-hydroxynoquinoline) aluminum (Alq3) spacer
layer thicker than 100 nm [2, 45]. However it is still debated if the observed spin-
valve signals should be attributed to spin injection and transport in the organic
layer [2, 108] or to tunneling through locally thin Alq3 regions [106, 109]. One of the
main obstacles preventing a full understanding of the involved physical mechanisms
is the low reproducibility of the published results. The reported device resistances
span over several orders of magnitude, and an accurate comparative assessment is
often prevented by the lack of information on important device parameters such as
I-V curves, temperature dependence of the resistance, mobility, injection barriers
and operating voltages, among others [45]. Several groups also pointed out that
the obtained results can not be easily interpreted due to the inhomogeneity of the
organic layer [106] and a poorly deﬁned top metal/Alq3 interface: the evaporation
of the top electrode can cause pinholes and metal inclusions in the organic layer
over a distance of 100 nm [2]. All these considerations indicate that the organic
spintronics community should make an eﬀort to elaborate common metrology rules
to allow direct comparisons between diﬀerent experiments, and improve the repro-
ducibility of the device characteristics.
Our group adopted a fabrication procedure which allowed us to obtain devices, typ-
ically with 200 nm Alq3 layer, showing a MR up to 22% at 100 K [5, 6]. However
it did not guarantee a good control on the absolute value of the resistances. With
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the aim to have a better reproducibility of our device parameters, we improved
the surface roughness of the electrodes [151] and the homogeneity of the organic
spacer layer. We studied several procedures for the organic layer growth, varying
the deposition rate, the distance between the evaporator and the substrate, and
introducing the substrate rotation during the deposition of the organic ﬁlm. A
smoother morphology of the the organic layer surface was obtained, as demon-
strated by atomic force microscopy (AFM) analysis (ﬁgure 4.1), and well-deﬁned
interfaces between the organic barrier and the electrodes are generally observed
in tranmission electron microscopy (TEM) images (ﬁgure 4.2). We also achieved
Figure 4.1: Comparison between AFM images performed on 200 nm of Alq3 deposited on a
15 nm thick LSMO ﬁlm, respectively with a deposition rate of 0.08 Å/s and 0.12 Å/s. The surface
roughness has been sensibly reduced.
Figure 4.2: TEM image taken on device with a 15 nm thick Alq3 spacer layer showing sharp
interfaces between the organic barrier and the electrodes. The image has been taken by K. O'Shea
at the University of Glasgow.
a larger reproducibility of current-voltage (I-V) and resistance-applied magnetic
ﬁeld (R-H) characteristics. These improvements allowed us to carry out a careful
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study on the thickness and temperature dependence of charge transport and mag-
netoresistive properties of Alq3-based spin valves. As will be shown below, two
clearly distinguishable charge transport regimes have been individuated.
4.1 Charge transport as a function of thickness
Figure 4.3: Resistances of the devices as a function of the organic layer thickness. Devices
showing a spin valve signal (red circles) have been observed only below the resistance threshold
indicated by the red dashed line. For low-resistance devices, the resistance values are measured at
-0.1 V. High-resistance devices generally possess a bias oﬀset and the resistance values reported
are obtained by a linear ﬁt of the I-V characteristics in the low bias region.
We studied LSMO/Alq3/AlOx/Co spin-valve devices with the organic spacer
layer ranging from 10 nm to 300 nm and an active region of 1×1 mm2. Figure 4.3
shows their resistances as a function of the Alq3 layer thickness. Despite the large
dispersion of the absolute resistance values, two conduction regimes are clearly dis-
tinguishable by looking at the I-V characteristics (ﬁgure 4.4) and magnetoresistive
eﬀects. Generally speaking, thin devices (d625nm) show resistances well below
1 MΩ even at low bias voltages, near-parabolic diﬀerential conductance (G - V,
where G = dI/dV) traces, and a negative spin valve signal in the range from -0.5 V
to 0.5 V (magnetoresistive devices are indicated by red circles in ﬁgure 4.3). On
the other hand, the I-V characteristics of thicker devices possess an onset voltage
below which hardly any current ﬂows, and above which the current increases in a
highly nonlinear fashion. No spin-valve signal has been detected in this conduction
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Ref. Device layout d
(nm)
Area
(mm2)
T
(K)
V
(mV)
R R (1mm2)
[152] Co/Al2O3/Alq3/Co 20 0.1×0.1 2 20 86 MΩ 860 kW
[145] LSMO/Alq3/MgO/Co 60 0.1×0.2 4.3 137.5 kΩ 2.75 kΩ
12 0.1×0.2 1.16 kΩ 23 Ω
12 0.5·10−3
×0.5·10−3
60 MΩ 15 Ω
[110] LSMO/Alq3/CoFe 50 0.1×0.4 4.2 100 ∼1.3 kΩ 52 Ω
296 ∼2.5 kΩ 100 Ω
[153] Co/Ca/Alq3/Ca/NiFe 150 0.01×0.01 4.5 200 3.8 GΩ 380 kΩ
[109] Fe/Alq3/Co 25 210 300 ∼100 MΩ
[154] LSMO/Alq3/Co 30 0.2×0.2 10 200 ∼3 kΩ ∼120 Ω
[155] LSMO/Alq3/Co 50 0.2×0.2 15 200 ∼2 kΩ 80 Ω
LSMO/Al2O3/Alq3/Co 50 10 230 ∼360 kΩ 14 kΩ
[156] Co/Alq3/Fe 64 0.8×0.8 120 200 300Ω 190 Ω
300 1000Ω 640 Ω
[105] Co/Al2O3/Alq3/NiFe 4 0.2×0.2 4.2 10 105 Ω 4 kΩ
300 107 Ω 400 kΩ
[157] CoFeB/Al2O3/Alq3/Co 4 0.3×0.3 300 1 1 Ω 90 kΩ
[158] NiFe(LiF)/Alq3/FeCo 150 2×2 10 100 ∼2.5 kΩ cm2 250 kΩ
NiFe/Alq3/FeCo 150 2×2 10 100 ∼3.3 kΩ cm2 330 kΩ
[108] LSMO/Alq3/Co 93 ∼1×2 10 500 160 MΩ 320 MΩ
[159] CoFe/MgO/Alq3/CoFe 8 RT 10 15 MΩ mm2 15 Ω
[160] Co/Alq3/Fe 140 2×3 100 300 500 kΩ 3 MΩ
294 200 kΩ 1.2 MΩ
[161] LSMO/Alq3/Co 40 1×1 125 2 >10 kΩ >10 kΩ
[2] LSMO/Alq3/Co 130 2×3 11 2-3 104-105 Ω 60-600 kΩ
[162] Co/Al2O3/Alq3/C0 96 1.5×3 80 <150 275 kΩ 1.2 MΩ
Table 4.1: Summary of recent results from the literature about Alq3-based vertical structure.
mode. Moreover, as shown in ﬁgure 4.4, thin devices typically have a metallic tem-
perature dependence up to about 250 K, while the charge transport in thick devices
results thermally activated. In the next paragraphs the two transport regimes are
treated separately.
We also reviewed the data available from the literature about Alq3-based spin
valves. Resistance values taken at low bias voltages have been summarized in ta-
ble 4.1 and reported in ﬁgure 4.5, after being rescaled for the active area in order
to be compared to our results. A good conductivity is generally shown at low vol-
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Figure 4.4: Comparison between I-V and G-V characteristics measured in devices with respec-
tively a 15 nm(a) and a 60 nm(b) thick organic layer.
Figure 4.5: Comparison between the resistance values measured on our devices and those
reported in the recent literature. With red and black circles are indicated our devices, respectively
with and without SV signal. Squares represent the values from literature:
(a) Galbiati et al. [152], (b) Göckeritz et al. [145], (c) Grünewald et al. [110], (d) H.J.Jang et
al. [153], (e) J.S.Jiang et al. [109], (f) S.W.Jiang et al. [154], (g) S.W.Jiang et al. [155], (h) Liu
et al. [156], (i) Santos et al. [105], (j) Schoonus et al. [157], (k) Schulz et al. [158], (l) Sun et
al. [108], (m) Szulczewski et al. [159], (n) Wang et al. [160], (o) Wang et al. [161], (p) Xiong et
al. [2], (q) Zhang et al. [162]. The resistances have been normalized in order to be compared to
our 1×1 mm2 active area. All the magnetoresistive devices lie below the red dashed line, apart
from the spin valves reported by Sun et al. [108] (red circle).
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tages for magnetoresistive devices. Moreover, when G-V characteristics are given,
they show a near-parabolic behavior similarly to our thin devices. This indicates
that spin valve signals and the former conduction regime are generally closely re-
lated. We point out that in this regime no dependence of the resistance on the OS
thickness can be found, as can be observed in ﬁgure 4.5, and both metallic and
semiconductive temperature dependence have been observed.
4.2 Thick Alq3 spacer layer
4.2.1 Electrical characterization of thick devices
At low bias voltages (<1 V), thick devices show resistances up to 1 TΩ. For this
reason we addressed the problem of the instrumental limit. In order to estimate
this limit, we measured the Keithley 236 and Keithley 708 internal resistances in
series with the external circuitry resistance. Figure 4.6 shows the I-V characte-
ristics taken with no sample connected, at 100K and at 300K. Comparing these
Figure 4.6: IV measurement taken with no sample connected. We measured the Keithley 236
and Keithley 708 internal resistances in series with the external circuitry resistance in order to
estimate the instrumental limit at 100 K and at 300K.
characteristics with the ones of the most resistive samples, we are conﬁdent that
the measurements have been carried out well below the instrumental limit. The
linear ﬁts conducted on the open-circuit's characteristics show, indeed, a resistance
higher than a hundred TΩ.
The two key features of charge transport in high-resistance devices are the strong
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Figure 4.7: (a) I-V characteristics measured on a device with a 60 nm thick organic layer at
several temperatures. Fit curves obtained from equation 4.2 are shown (red lines). (b) The
parameter m = Tt/T plotted as a function of 1/T. The slope of the linear ﬁt represent the
characteristic temperature Tt of the traps.
dependence of resistance on temperature and the non-linearity of the I-V characte-
ristics, compatible with models commonly used for transport in organic material.
Figure 4.7 shows the I-V characteristics at diﬀerent temperatures of one such de-
vice. Above a threshold voltage, the current shows a power law dependence on the
applied bias, and the exponent of the power law decreases at increasing tempera-
tures. This is coherent with trapped charge limited current (TCLC), described in
paragraph 1.1.2. In this model there is an exponential distribution of traps Nt(E)
below the LUMO of the molecule:
Nt(E) =
(
Nt
kTt
)
exp
(
E − ELUMO
kTt
)
, (4.1)
where Tt is the characteristic temperature of the distribution and Nt is the total
trap density. Above a threshold voltage, the current density-voltage characteristic
is given by:
JTCLC = NLUMOµnq
1−m
(
m
Nt(m+ 1)
)m(2m+ 1
m+ 1
)m+1 V (m+1)
d(2m+1)
(4.2)
where m = Tt/T and NLUMO is the density of the state in the LUMO band. The
values for the parameter m, obtained by ﬁtting the I-V characteristics (ﬁgure 4.7)
with equation 4.2, have been plotted versus the reciprocal temperature. Perform-
ing a liner ﬁt by setting both the intercept and the slope parameters free, we do
not obtain a straight line through the origin, as should be expected from equation
m = Tt/T . This deviation from the prediction of the model was already observed
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by other groups [34]. In the example reported in ﬁgure 4.7b, we obtained a charac-
teristic temperature of the traps Tt=(636 ± 57)K. This is equivalent to Et> 2 kBT
at room temperature, indicating that most of the traps are deep traps as required
by the model. A great variability of the trap depth have been obtained, with Et
ranging from ∼ 1 kBT to ∼ 4 kBT in our devices. A further test for the validity
of the TCL model is the prediction that V∝ d2 at constant current [26]. Such a
proportionality has not been observed in our devices. A possible explanation is
that the trap energy distribution varies from sample to sample, due to the fact that
the fabrication parameters are not perfectly reproducible. It can also be attributed
to the diﬀusion of the top electrode into the organic material, which can prevent a
correct estimation of the spacer layer thickness d. As underlined by Burrows and
coworkers [26], a small error in determining d leads to a disproportionately large
change in J, making this ﬁt subject to error. Furthermore, spatial non uniformities
in the trap density are expected near the electrodes, due to the diﬀusion of the
electrode material into the organic layer. Finally this model requires a mobility
independent of the electric ﬁeld. However this is not fulﬁlled by Alq3, as it is
known from mobility measurements [163, 164].
In order to take into account the ﬁeld dependence of the mobility, we analyzed
the temperature dependent I-V characteristics also in the framework of trap-free
SCLC model with a Poole-Frenkel like ﬁeld dependent mobility, described above
in paragraph 1.1.2. The current as a function of the bias voltage density becomes
IPFSCLC =
9
8
S
(V − Vbi)2
d3
µPF exp
(
− ∆E
kBTeff
+
βPF
√
V − Vbi
kBTeff
√
d
)
(4.3)
where S is the active area of the device, Vbi is the built-in voltage, µPF is the
Poole-Frenkel mobility pre-factor, ∆E is the activation energy at zero ﬁeld, and
βPF is the so called Poole-Frenkel pre-factor. Teff is the eﬀective temperature,
given by the relation
1
Teff
=
1
T
− 1
T0
(4.4)
where T is the absolute temperature and T0 is an empirical parameter. The
equation 4.3 can be simpliﬁed by grouping the physical parameters in A, B, C
parameters:
I = A(V − C)2exp(B√V − C) (4.5)
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where
lnA = ln
(
9
8
S
µPF
d3
)
+
∆E
kBT0
− ∆E
kBT
, (4.6)
B = − βPF
kBT0
√
d
+
βPF
kBT
√
d
, (4.7)
C = Vbi. (4.8)
Figure 4.8: I-V characteristics measured on device with a 40 nm thick organic layer at several
temperatures. Fit curves obtained from equation 4.5 are shown (red lines).
Figure 4.9: lnA (a) and B (b), obtained from ﬁts in ﬁgure 4.8, plotted as a function of the
inverse temperature. From the linear ﬁts performed on these curves the physical parameters of
equation 4.3 are extrapolated.
An example is given in ﬁgure 4.8, where the I-V characteristics at diﬀerent tem-
peratures are reported for a high-resistance device. The values for ln(A) and B,
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obtained by ﬁtting the curves with equation 4.5, have been plotted as a func-
tion of the inverse temperature (ﬁgure 4.9). From the linear ﬁt in ﬁgure 4.9, the
physical parameters of equation 4.3 are extrapolated: βPF = 5.93× 10−25J(mV )
1
2 ,
T0 = 223K, ∆E = 1.89×10−20J , equivalent to ∼ 120 meV , µPF = 3.54×10−8 cm2V s ,
consistent with values from the literature about Alq3 [165, 34]. Thus both the mo-
dels we used are able to describe the behavior of our high resistance devices, even if
sometimes the voltage range of validity is limited, and in general it is not possible
to choose one of them unambiguously.
In ﬁgure 4.10a the resistance values of thick devices, measured in the low voltage
region, are plotted as a function of thickness.
Figure 4.10: (a) Resistances of the devices taken in the low voltage region (<1 V) plotted as
a function of thickness. In the inset a power law ﬁt is shown. (b) Richardson-Schottky plots of
two diﬀerent samples measured at 100 K.
We tried to estimate the thickness dependence of the resistance by ﬁtting the re-
ported values (inset of ﬁgure 4.10a) ﬁnding a power law with an exponent m ' 5.
However, the high dispersion of the resistance values does not allow any specula-
tion, and an injection limited regime, theoretically independent on the thickness,
can not be ruled out. We considered both Fowler-Nordheim (FN) tunneling and
Richardson-Schottky (RS) thermionic emission. The former model can be excluded
because of the small temperature dependence predicted, which is in contrast to the
observed behavior. The latter predict a linear dependence of log(J) on the square
root of the electric ﬁeld [34]. The RS plots reported in ﬁgure 4.10b clearly show
that the the current does not obey such a linear dependence in our devices. More-
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over, at a ﬁxed voltage, the current as a function of temperature is expected to
follow the law ln
(
JRS
T 2
)
∝ 1T , which is also not fulﬁlled by our data.
To conclude, the I-V characteristics of high-resistance samples indicate a thermally
activated transport, showing features compatible with the models commonly used
to describe organic devices (TCLC and SCLC enhanced by a ﬁeld and temperature
dependent mobility). The high dispersion of the resistance values as a function of
thickness prevent us from establishing if the transport is bulk limited or interface
limited, even if the two classical model for injection in semiconductors (FN and
RS) have been ruled out. As argued by several groups [34, 32], in fact, the only
reliable proof to distinguish between the two regimes is the thickness dependence
of the current density at a ﬁxed applied ﬁeld.
4.2.2 Absence of magnetoresistive eﬀects in thick devices
Magnetoresistive characterizations have been carried out as described in para-
graph 3.2. In ﬁgure 4.11 are reported the typical MR curves taken on a thick
device at -0.1 V. As shown, no magnetoresistance eﬀects can be observed in the
Figure 4.11: MR curves measured at the reading bias of -0.1 V on a device with a 60 nm thick
Alq3 layer at diﬀerent temperature. No spin valve signal was observed, even at bias voltages up
to 8 V.
ﬁeld range from -0.3 T to 0.3 T. We obtained the same result for all the investigated
bias voltages, up to 8 V.
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4.3 Thin Alq3 spacer layer
4.3.1 Electrical characterization of thin devices
Thin devices typically have a good conductivity even at low bias voltages
(∼mV), as can be observed in the I-V characteristics and in G-V traces reported
in ﬁgure 4.12. This rules out any injection barrier, contrary to what is expected
Figure 4.12: (a) I-V characteristics measured on a device with a 15 nm thick Alq3 layer at
diﬀerent temperatures. (b) Diﬀerential conductance G(=dI/dV) as a function of V.
both for LSMO/Alq3 and Alq3/Co interfaces. Moreover G-V curves show approx-
imately a parabolic dependence on voltages, suggesting that the charge transport
could be attributed to a tunneling mechanism. In ﬁgure 4.13 the traces measured
at 100 K and 300 K have been normalized and ﬁtted with the model of Brinkman,
Dynes, and Rowell (BDR) [166]. They considered an elastic tunneling through a
trapezoidal barrier in the WKB approximation, obtaining the expression:
G(V )
G(0)
= 1−
(
A0∆ϕ
16ϕ¯3/2
)
eV +
(
9
128
A20
ϕ¯
)
(eV )2 (4.9)
where ∆ϕ = ϕ2−ϕ1 is the diﬀerence between the work functions of the electrodes
(barrier asymmetry), A0=4(2m)1/2 d/3 ~, and G(0)=(3.16× 1010 ϕ¯1/2/d)exp(-
1.025)dϕ¯1/2. At room temperature the curve is in good agreement with the model,
however at low temperatures the voltage dependence deviates from the parabolic
behavior. Such a deviation from the parabolic dependence at low temperatures can
be explained by using an inelastic tunneling model, involving multiple steps. The
diﬀerential conductance traces have been ﬁtted by using Glazman and Matveev
(GM) model [167] (shown in ﬁgure 4.14a) , which is commonly used to describe
inelastic tunneling through a grain boundary region [168]. According to this theory
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Figure 4.13: Normalized G(V) curves ﬁtted with BDR model. For clarity only the extreme
temperature 100 K and 300 K have been reported.
(for eV  kBT )the I-V characteristics are given by
J = J0V + J7/3V
7/3 + J7/2V
7/2 + ... (4.10)
The voltage dependence of conductance G may be written as
G = G0 +G4/3V
4/3 +G5/2V
5/2 + ... (4.11)
where the terms in the right-hand side of Eq. 4.10 and Eq. 4.11 show tunneling via
one, two, and three impurity states, respectively. Elastic tunneling contribution is
similar to that via an impurity state and is included in the ﬁrst term. As shown
in ﬁgure 4.14a this model ﬁts quite well the experimental curves but neglects the
barrier asymmetry, assuming the two electrodes made of the same material. In our
devices the diﬀerence between the work functions of the electrodes is not negligible,
and a negative bias voltage shift of the diﬀerential conductance can be observed.
In order to take it into account a linear term has been added to the equation 4.11,
becoming
G = G0 +GlinV +G4/3V
4/3 +G5/2V
5/2 + ... (4.12)
Figure 4.14b shows the ﬁt performed using the equation 4.12. The fact that I-
V characteristics at higher temperature are more nonlinear than those at lower
temperatures may be understood in terms of the temperature dependence of the
parameters G0, G4/3, G5/2 (ﬁgure 4.14c). At higher temperatures, multistep tun-
neling contributions (that have higher exponents of voltage) increase, and this
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Figure 4.14: G(V) traces taken on a thin device (15 nm thick organic layer) ﬁtted respectively
with (a) equation 4.11 and (b) equation 4.12. (c) Fitting parameters obtained from (b) plotted
as a function of temperature.
leads to increased nonlinearity of the I-V characteristics [168].
Since the observed tunneling regime is compatible with a barrier thickness of about
2-3 nm, this indicates that shortenings take place in the organic barrier, nominally
15 nm thick in the device studied above.
4.3.2 Resistance as a function of temperature
and parallel circuit model
The analysis of the I-V characteristics shown above demonstrates that the
charge transport in thin devices can be described as tunneling through a disordered
barrier. However the temperature-dependent resistance measurements suggest the
presence of metallic paths across the junction. Usually the R(T) curves, indeed,
show a positive derivative dR/dT over a wide range of temperatures, usually below
room temperature (RT). This does not fulﬁll the third of the Rowell's criteria [169],
commonly used to prove the absence of pinholes in a tunnel junction:
1. the exponential thickness dependence of the current;
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2. the parabolic shape of the diﬀerential conductance as a function of voltage;
3. the downward temperature dependence of the conductivity.
Moreover, because of the large dispersion of the resistance values as a function of
thickness, we can not clearly identify an exponential thickness dependence of the
current. Finally it has been pointed out that the purely classical pinhole conduc-
tion can mimic both the thickness dependence and the non linear behavior of the
I-V characteristics attributed to a tunneling process [170, 171]. For these reasons
metallic ﬁlaments have been taken into account in the following analysis in or-
der to explain the peculiar temperature dependence of the junction resistance and
properly modeling the structure of thin devices.
Looking at the R(T) of the device in ﬁgure 4.15, it can be observed that dR/dT
changes sign from positive to negative at a crossover temperature, which is typ-
ically in the range 220 K - 230 K. From the comparison with the R(T) of the
relative LSMO electrode, we rule out that the smooth peak is due to the metal-
insulating transition of the bottom electrode. In fact, this transition always occurs
at much larger temperatures in our LSMO ﬁlms (usually above 350 K). Moreover
the device peak is not always at the the same distance on the T-axis from the
peak of the corresponding LSMO electrode. It should be mentioned that this fea-
ture in R(T) characteristics has already been observed in magneto tunnel junction
(MTJ) with an LSMO electrode [172, 173, 174] and Viret et al. [173] argued that
it can be attributed to an oxygen-deﬁcient layer at LSMO surface, based on the
reduction of the transition temperature in underdoped manganite. However, as
pointed out by Galceran et al. [175], an upward shift in temperature of the R(T)
peak under the application of a high mangetic ﬁeld should be expected in this
case, due to the CMR eﬀect (see paragraph 1.2.4). The absence of any shift with
9 T applied strongly suggests that the peak has a diﬀerent origin. Moreover a
change in the sign of dR/dT has been observed also in organic spin-valves with Fe
instead of LSMO as bottom electrode [119], and in MgO-based MTJ with CoFe
ﬁlms as electrodes [176]. We interpret the peak as the result of a competition
between metallic and thermally-activated transport across the junction. Here I
point out that the microscopic nature of the metallic-like ﬁlaments is not clear,
yet. Both metal-metal nanocontacts [177, 178] and delocalized states across the
disordered AlOx barrier [179] can occur. The model introduced below just gives
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Figure 4.15: R(T) measured on a device with a 15 nm thick Alq3 layer (black squares) and
on the corresponding LSMO electrode (empty circles). The ﬁt obtained from equation 4.18 is
shown.
a phenomenological description based on the analysis of the R(T) characteristics.
Ventura and coworkers [176] developed a simple model to describe the eﬀect of
metallic pinholes on their MgO-based magneto-tunnel-junctions (MTJs). They
consider a tunnel resistance (Rt) and a metallic resistance (Rm) in parallel, so that
the total resistance is given by
1
R(T )
=
1
Rt(T )
+
1
Rm(T )
. (4.13)
They assumed Rt(T) and Rm(T) to be linear functions of temperature, respectively
Rt(T ) = Rto + αtT (4.14)
and
Rm(T ) = Rmo + αmT, (4.15)
where Rto and Rmo are the resistances at T=0 K and αt and αm the slopes for the
two channels. However this assumption does not hold for our R(T) characteristics,
due to their non linearity at low temperatures. For this reason we replaced the
linear resistivity attributed to the metallic ﬁlaments with the Bloch-Grüneisen
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formula, which accounts for electron-phonon scattering:
ρBG(T ) = ρo + ρel−ph(T ), (4.16)
with
ρel−ph(T ) = αel−ph
(
T
TD
)5 ∫ TD
T
0
x5
(ex − 1)(1− e−x)dx. (4.17)
αel−ph is a constant ∝ λtrωD/ω2p, where λtr is the electron-phonon coupling con-
stant, ωD is the Debye frequency and ωp is the plasma frequency. TD is the Debye
temperature. The ﬁtting equation is then obtained by
R(T ) =
(
1
Rt(T )
+
1
RBG(T )
)−1
, (4.18)
where RBG is given by the resistivity in equation 4.16 multiplied by a geometrical
factor included in the free parameters. As can be observed in ﬁgure 4.16a, the curve
Figure 4.16: The R(T) shown in ﬁgure 4.15 has been ﬁtted by using two diﬀerent equivalent
circuit models. A metallic channel with a temperature dependence given by the Bloch-Grüneisen
formula (eq. 4.16) is considered in parallel with (a) a tunnel resistance (eq. 4.14) and (b) a
neighrest-neighbor-hopping-like temperature dependent channel (eq. 7.3). A good agreement
with the experimental result has been found with the second model.
is not perfectly described by the equation 4.18. In fact, the term Rt(T ) can not
take into account the deviation from linearity observed at temperature T > 300 K.
Moreover we obtained Rto = (3.5 ± 0.1) · 105 Ω and αt = (−935 ± 40) Ω K−1,
which give a ratio Rt(0K)/Rt(300K) > 5, much higher than the one observed
in Al2O3/Alq3 tunnel junctions by Santos et al. [105]. This means that a mech-
anism with a stronger temperature dependence must occur. Typically, in this
temperature range, the nearest neighbor hopping (NNH) model is used to describe
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both disordered inorganic systems and organic materials [180]. Then the tunnel
resistance Rt in equation 4.18 has been replaced by
RNNH(T ) = Roexp
(
To
T
)
, (4.19)
A good agreement with the measured curve has been found, as shown in ﬁ-
gure 4.16b. For the metallic channels we obtained a Debye temperature TD =
(1442 ± 27) K, which is much higher than the typical Debye temperature of
Co [181] and LSMO [182], but compatible with the one measured in polycrys-
talline AlOx [183]. This might indicate that conductive paths occur through the
insulating AlOx barrier. Low-energy extended electron states in thin and disor-
dered oxide barrier, indeed, have been observed [179]. However one should be
cautious while comparing the bulk temperature reported in the literature and the
one relative to the conductive ﬁlaments. On the other hand the obtained activation
energy for the NNH regime is ∆ENNH = (174 ± 10) meV , which is compatible
with the values from the literature about Alq3 [32].
Thus, thin devices can be described as a parallel between ﬁlaments with a metal-
lic temperature dependence, presumably conductive path in the insulating AlOx
barrier, and a hopping channel in the organic bulk.
4.3.3 Magnetoresistance in thin devices
Devices belonging to this conduction regime typically show spin-valve signals
in the voltage range from about -0.5 V to 0.5 V, with absolute values up to 22% at
100 K. Here the MR amplitude is deﬁned as (Rmax-Rmin)/Rmax, as illustrated in ﬁ-
gure 4.17. The magnetoresistive properties of our devices have been deeply studied
in the last years [150, 107, 5, 6, 9], and the negative sign of the magnetoresistance
is a well consolidated result, reproducing the observations of many other groups
which studied the same structure (LSMO/Alq3/Co) [2, 161, 106, 108]. However
it should be mentioned that several others found also positive MR [145]. In ad-
dition, it has been pointed out that the MR sign can change depending on to
the bias voltage [154, 155]. A comprehensive explanation for these controversial
results is still lacking, but several theoretical models have been proposed. As al-
ready shown in paragraph 1.3.4, Barraud et al. [144] suggested that the hybridized
molecular states at the interface can result strongly modiﬁed with respect to the
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Figure 4.17: MR curve measured on a device with a 15 nm organic layer at a bias voltege of
-0.1 V and a temperature T = 100 K. The red dashed lines indicate Rmax and Rmin.
bulk states, and new peaks in the DOS could appear at the Fermi level EF . This
new DOS determines the spin-polarization of the injected current, which can be
dramatically diﬀerent, and even reversed, compared with the polarization of the
electrodes. Another model has been proposed by Kim [184], who carried out a
theoretical study of the inverse TMR eﬀect in magneto tunnel junctions (MTJs).
In the weak tunneling limit, he ﬁnds the ordinary positive TMR. The sign changes
as the transmission probability becomes large close to a unity. Thus the result
might be relevant to the MTJs with a pinhole or a quantum point contact. This
study is not strictly related to organic devices. In fact, the inverse MR is still an
open question also for inorganic spintronics.
De Teresa et al. [185] studied oxide barriers (SrTiO3 (STO), AlOx, STO/AlOx)
sandwiched between LSMO and Co electrodes, showing negative MR with STO
and positive with AlOx. The result was ascribed to the bonding eﬀects at the tran-
sition metal/barrier interface. This made us exclude a direct tunneling through
the AlOx barrier in our devices [9], otherwise a positive MR should be expected.
However, in a recent comparative study we carried out on LSMO/AlOx/Co MTJs
(not published yet), we found both positive and negative magnetoresistance (ﬁ-
gure 4.18), indicating that a direct tunneling through the oxide barrier can not be
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Figure 4.18: MR curves of LSMO/AlOx(5 nm)/Co devices grown on the same substrate, taken
at V=-0.1 V and T=100K.
ruled out in thin organic devices. Moreover, while MTJs with a positive MR have a
resistance on the order of hundreds of MΩ (ﬁgure 4.18b), the one with the negative
resistance has a resistance in the order of kΩ (ﬁgure 4.18a). This would be com-
patible with the picture of Kim [184]. A similar explanation can be found in the
theory for ballistic magnetoresistance (BMR) across conductive nanocontacts, pro-
posed by Garcia et al. [177, 178]. For the simplest case of identical ferromagnetic
electrodes at both sides of the nanocontact,
BMR =
RAP −RP
RP
=
2P 2
1− P 2 × F (λ, kF ), (4.20)
where RAP and RP are the resistance for the parallel and antiparallel conﬁguration,
P = (N↑(EF ) − N↓(EF ))/(N↑(EF ) + N↓(EF )) is electron polarization assuming
that electrons s and d have the same ballistic transmissivity, approximately unity,
through the contact. F is a function describing the domain-wall scattering or
nonspin conservation in the current; the arguments are respectively the domain
wall width λ and the Fermi vector kF . When λ is very small (a few atomic layers),
then F ∼ 1 and the equation 4.21 becomes identical to the Julliere's formula [50]
for TMR
TMR =
2P 2
1− P 2 . (4.21)
Garcia and coworkers [178] argued that it is not possible to experimentally di-
stinguish between BMR and TMR by means of magnetoresistance measurementes
and I-V characteristics because they are due to the same physical principals (they
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are both ballistic process) and are obtained by matching the wave functions of
both sides of the contact. However, from a theoretical point of view, if one takes
into account that for the nanocontact the transmissivity t is almost 1 while in
tunneling it decays exponentially with the junction thickness, a diﬀerent electron
polarization can emerge for the two regimes. Indeed, for 3d metals, band-structure
calculations show that Ns↑(EF ) > Ns↓(EF ) [186] and can justify the posistive po-
larization of cobalt for tunneling, when s electrons dominates. On the other hand,
Nd↓(EF ) Nd↑(EF ), Ns↑(EF ), Ns↓(EF ) [186], and given that ts ∼ td ∼ 1 for the
conductive nanocontact, the negative spin polarization can be explained. Despite
further investigations are needed to conﬁrm the result in ﬁgure 4.18 and quan-
titatively describe the underlying mechanism, this represents a plausible picture
for the description of our devices, especially considering the metallic temperature
dependence of the resistance.
Figure 4.19: (a) MR curves taken on a low-resistance device at diﬀerent temperatures. (b) The
MR values are plotted as a function of temperature and compared to the resistance values of the
device.
Typically MR values decrease at increasing temperature vanishing below RT, as
illustrated in ﬁgure 4.19, and a clear correspondence between metallic behavior
in R(T) and the presence of a SV signal was observed for all the studied de-
vices (ﬁgure 4.19b). Considering the parallel circuit model used above to describe
thin devices, this correspondence strongly suggests that the metallic channels are
responsible for magnetoresistive eﬀects. This guess is further supported by the
analysis carried out in the paragraph 7.2, where it is shown that the MR can be
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increased or decreased by turning ON and OFF the metallic channels by means
of electrical switching. In the last years, our group [107] showed that the tempe-
rature dependence of the magnetoresistance data agree very well with that of the
LSMO surface magnetization (SM) measured by Park et al. [90], as illustrated in
ﬁgure 4.20. The SM represents the magnetization from the top 5 Å in a standard
Figure 4.20: Comparison between spin-valve magnetoresistance MR (dots), the La0.7Sr0.3MnO3
surface magnetization SM (solid line), and the polarized charge-carrier density PCCD (dotted
line) data from Ref. [90]. The latter consists of the convolution of SM and the density of states
at the Fermi energy. Both magnitudes are plotted in reduced temperature scale normalized to
the Curie temperature TC . The inset shows the linearized data [107].
LSMO ﬁlm, as determined by spin-polarized photoemission spectroscopy and it is
eﬀectively the parameter of interest for device behavior. Even if from this study a
diﬀerent physical picture emerged with respect to the one proposed in ref. [107],
the agreement between the device MR(T) and SM curve of the LSMO is still a
consistent explanation for the temperature dependence of the spin-valve magneto-
resistance.
To complete the picture, another controversial observation related to the switching
ﬁelds should be mentioned. In fact, theoretically, the switching ﬁelds of the spin
valve should correspond to the coercive ﬁelds Hc of the electrodes, as illustrated
above in ﬁgure 1.13. However the former are often found to deviate from the ex-
pected values. As an example, in ﬁgure 4.21 are reported the MR of the electrodes
relative to the device in ﬁgure 4.17. As can be observed, Hc(LSMO)=±40 Oe
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Figure 4.21: MR curve taken on the LSMO (a) and cobalt (b) electrodes of the device shown
above. The curves are taken at the same bias voltage (-0.1 V) and temperature (100 K) as the
device. As pointed out in the text the coercive ﬁelds of the electrodes do not correspond to the
device switching ﬁeld as one could expect.
and Hc(Co)=±100 Oe , while the internal Hc of the device are ∼ ±140 Oe and
the external ∼ ±800 Oe in this case (ﬁgure 4.17). This can be qualitatively ex-
plained taking into account that conduction occurs via localized metallic paths,
as discussed above. As a consequence the polarization of the injected electrons
depends on the magnetic properties of this defects, which in principle can have
local coercive ﬁeld diﬀerent from the average coercive ﬁeld of the electrode, pro-
ducing unexpected switching ﬁelds. This explanation is supported by the fact that
the switching ﬁelds vary from device to device, while the coercive ﬁelds of the
electrodes are the same. Moreover diﬀerent switching ﬁelds are sometimes clearly
distinguishable in the same device as discrete steps (ﬁgure 4.19a), and we inter-
preted this feature as the result of diﬀerent sub-devices working in parallel [9].
To conclude, this analysis demonstrates that SV signals can be explained as TMR
or BMR occurring across shortened regions of the organic bulk. This picture is
compatible with the absence of Hanle eﬀect, as will be argued in chapter 5. How-
ever it does not exclude that organic molecules can play an active role at the
metal/organic interface. Indeed, the eﬀects of the organic-induced hybridization
on the electrode polarization are still an open question.
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Chapter 5
Hanle eﬀect missing in organic spin valves
Our spin valve devices have been carefully investigated [9] in order to detect
the Hanle eﬀect signature, which is accepted as the only reliable proof that spin
transport across the OSC layer occurs. We considered the previously introduced
expression for the GMR signal (see paragraph 1.3.2):
GMR ∝
∫ +∞
0
1√
4piDt
· e− (d−vt)
2
4Dt · [sin2θcos(ωLt) + cos2θ]e−t/tsdt, (5.1)
where D is the diﬀusion constant, d the spacer layer thickness, and ts the spin
lifetime. Assuming a highly incoherent transport in the Alq3 spacer layer, the
integral with the cos(ωLt) term vanishes and the GMR is proportional to cos2θ.
Therefore, if one applies the magnetic ﬁeld perpendicular to the plane of the device
(θ=90◦), no GMR should be observed in this transport regime, as cos2(90◦)=0.
To verify this, we ﬁrst set the magnetoresistive device respectively in the parallel
(P) and antiparallel state (AP) by means of the procedure illustrated in ﬁgure 5.1.
Then we measured the resistance in the two state by sweeping a magnetic ﬁeld
perpendicular to the device plane from -15 mT to +15 mT. It is not possible
to predict whether the spin precession has the same eﬀect on the individual re-
sistances. However their diﬀerence should diminish when Hanle precession takes
place [110]. In our case, as shown in ﬁgure 5.2, P and AP state are not aﬀected
by the perpendicular ﬁeld, in other words the Hanle eﬀect is not detected. These
results conﬁrm those presented in a paper we have recently published [9], as shown
in ﬁgure 5.3. GMR was also measured as a function of θ (θ=0◦, 45◦, 60◦), as
shown in ﬁgure 5.4. No dependence of the GMR on θ has been observed, apart
from the switching ﬁelds, which scale with 1/cos θ. This is due to the reversal
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Figure 5.1: Schematic representation of the ﬁeld sweeps required for the preparation of the
parallel (a) and antiparallel (b) states of the device, starting from the positive saturation. Dashed
lines represent the complete trace of the negative spin-valve signal (RAP<RP ). The parallel state
(a) is obtained by sweeping the in plane magnetic ﬁeld from 3000 Oe to 0. The antiparallel state is
obtained by decreasing the ﬁeld from 3000 Oe to small negative values until the device resistance
is switched.
Figure 5.2: P and AP resistive state as a function of magnetic ﬁeld applied perpendicular to
the plane of the device.
magnetization process and is not related to the Hanle eﬀect. The fact that the
MR changes between RAP to RP in more than one step has been explained by
describing the spin valve as a parallel of spintronic sub-devices, as schematically
illustrated in the ﬁgure.
One possible reason for the absence of Hanle eﬀect could be that the magnetiza-
tion of the electrodes is aligned to the applied magnetic ﬁeld. In this case the
spin of the electrons would also be aligned to the applied magnetic ﬁeld, and no
precession could take place. This possibility has been ruled out by measuring the
magnetization of Co on Si/Alq3(50 nm)/AlOx(2.5 nm) and a LSMO ﬁlm with a
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Figure 5.3: Resistance in the parallel (P) and antiparallel (AP) state of the device, with
magnetic ﬁeld applied at angle θ =90◦ from the plane of device. The top left inset shows the MR
with the ﬁeld in the plane of the device, while the inset on the top right shows the complete MR
for θ=90◦. The linear behavior at high ﬁeld is due to the tilting out of plane of the magnetization
of the electrodes [9].
Figure 5.4: In (a) and (c) the boxes are a schematic representation of the device as the combi-
nation of two parallel sub-devices. The arrows indicate the orientation of the magnetization in
each sub-electrode. Each sub-electrode has a diﬀerent coercive ﬁeld. In (b) and (d) MR at θ=0,
θ=45◦, θ=60◦ are shown. The unusual look of the MR for θ=60◦ is due to the fact that one of
the switching ﬁeld exceed the available range [9].
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superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) magnetometer (ﬁgure 5.5).
At θ=90◦ and 20 mT, which is the upper limit of the magnetic ﬁeld in ﬁgure 5.3,
the out-of-plane magnetization of LSMO and Co is indeed negligible.
Figure 5.5: Hysteresis loops obtained by SQUID magnetometry at 100 K for a 20 nm thick
LSMO ﬁlm (a) and for a 20 nm thick Co ﬁlm grown on a AlOx(2.5 nm)/Alq3 (50 nm)/Si (b)
with the magnetic ﬁeld applied at diﬀerent angles with respect to the ﬁlm plane [9].
Moreover electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) in Alq3 [187] has demonstrated
spin precession of unpaired electrons in a non collinear magnetic ﬁeld, showing
that there are no fundamental reasons to exclude the presence of the Hanle eﬀect
in organic semiconductors. At this point the only possible explanation seems to be
a short transit time compared to the precession time. Starting from the Larmor
frequency expression, the precession time can be calculated as
tprec =
2pime
eBz
(5.2)
Considering g=2, at a ﬁeld of 20 mT the time for a full precession is ≈1.8 ns. With
an accuracy of 10%, using cos(ωLt)=90%, ωL=3.52×109rad/s, the electrons would
need to take less than ≈0.13 ns to cross the organic layer (d=200 nm for the device
reported in ref. [9]) in order for the spin precession to go undetected. From the
equation
ttrans =
d
v
=
d
µE
=
d2
µVbias
, (5.3)
with an applied bias Vbias=-100 mV, this requires µ = 30 cm2V−1s−1. The ob-
tained value is orders of magnitude far from the measured mobility for Alq3,
µ ≈10−6cm2V−1s−1 [188]. This picture would be untenable even in the case of
very thin organic regions, but still suﬃciently thick to prevent direct tunneling
across the Alq3 barrier (thicker than few monolayer). Similar estimation have
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been done also by Grünewald et al. [110]. These results suggest the presence of
TMR which can be caused by direct tunneling between the ferromagnetic elec-
trodes at pinholes. This possibility was initially ruled out [9] because hot spots
in which LSMO contacts directly the AlOx/Co top layer were expected to show
positive MR [185]. However a recent comparative study which we carried out on
LSMO/AlOx/Co MTJ (not published yet) demonstrates that negative MR can be
observed even in this conﬁguration, as already shown in ﬁgure 4.18. Tunneling
process can thus be considered as a plausible reason for the absence of the Hanle
eﬀect in vertical organic spin valves. This explanation is compatible with parallel
circuit model proposed in paragraph 4.3.2 giving a coherent physical picture.
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Chapter 6
Distinguishing device MR and
electrode-induced artifacts
As shown above, magnetoresistance (MR) eﬀects have been observed only in
low resistance devices, where locally thin Alq3 regions or metallic ﬁlaments occur.
It has been argued that artifacts can originate from the inherent shortcomings of
the cross bar conﬁguration when the resistance of the device is small compared to
that one of the electrodes [189]. In particular it has been shown that an increase
(decrease) in the resistance of an electrode induces a decrease (increase) in the
measured device resistance. Thus, if the electrodes are ferromagnetic (FM), their
MR can show as a MR of the opposite sign in the device. As a bottom electrode we
employed La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 (LSMO) ﬁlms, which in some cases are observed to have
a resistance comparable or larger than the device resistance. For this reason we
addressed the problem of distinguishing between tunnel magnetoresistance (TMR)
and artifacts induced by the bottom electrode. With this aim in mind, I carefully
studied the magnetoresistive properties of the LSMO ﬁlms.
6.1 LSMO magnetoresistive characterization
In the last years our group studied in detail the LSMO deposition parame-
ters to provide a set of optimal growth conditions [151]. TEM and AFM images
reported in ﬁgure 6.1 demonstrate that atomically ﬂat ﬁlms with a well deﬁned
crystal structure have been obtained. The magnetic properties of LSMO ﬁlms
have been investigated by MOKE and SQUID techniques [151, 9] and the tran-
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sport properties have been also deeply studied [190].
Figure 6.1: (a) TEM image performed on a 9 nm thick LSMO ﬁlm epitaxially grown on a STO
substrate by K. O'Shea, University of Glasgow. (b) AFM image taken on the same ﬁlm [151].
I focused on the LSMO magnetoresistive properties measuring thin ﬁlms R-H cha-
racteristics and studying their temperature dependence. The sketch in ﬁgure 6.2
Figure 6.2: Schematic representation of a working device. The yellow arrows indicate the path
of the current I. The magnetic ﬁeld H is applied in the device plane, parallel to the LSMO stripe.
schematically represents a spin valve device while carrying out a R-H measure-
ment. As shown, the magnetic ﬁeld is oriented parallel to the direction of the
current in the LSMO electrode (I ‖ H). With the aim to compare the bottom
electrode MR curve with that of the device, two points (ﬁgure 6.3a) and four
points (ﬁgure 6.5a) R-H characteristics of thin LSMO ﬁlm have been measured
in the I ‖ H conﬁguration. The two points MR curve (ﬁgure 6.3b) shows an
almost linear ﬁeld dependence of the resistance, typical for the well studied colos-
sal magnetoresistance (CMR) eﬀect. The amplitude of the CMR signal has been
deﬁned here as indicated by the red lines and studied as a function of tempera-
ture (ﬁgure 6.4). The manganite Curie temperature (TC), deﬁned as the linear
extrapolation to zero of the MR part right to the peak [151], is larger than 320 K,
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Figure 6.3: (a) Schematic representation of an LSMO stripe connected in a two point conﬁgu-
ration. The magnetic ﬁeld H is applied parallel to the current I. (b) CMR signal measured on
a 9 nm thick LSMO ﬁlm at 100 K. The CMR signal amplitude is here deﬁned as CMR=∆R/R,
where ∆R=R(0)-R(800 Oe) as indicated by the red lines.
Figure 6.4: Resistance (R) and magnetoresistance (MR) measured on a 9 nm thick LSMO ﬁlm
plotted as a function of temperature. MR is deﬁned in ﬁgure 6.3b.
while the R(T) curve shows a metal-insulator transition above 350 K, indicating
that the ﬁlms are potentially suitable for room temperature applications. On the
other hand, the R-H characteristics performed in a four points conﬁguration al-
lowed us to observe a sharp deviation from the CMR linear behavior in the low
ﬁeld regime (H<600 Oe), as illustrated in ﬁgure 6.5c. Such low-ﬁeld features have
already been observed both in polycrystalline [100, 99] and single crystal LSMO
ﬁlms [102, 101, 99]. For polycrystalline ﬁlms it has been explained as the eﬀect
of a ﬁeld dependent scattering at the grain boundaries [99] or, alternatively, of an
intergrain spin-polarized tunneling [100]. Li and coworkers [99] also showed that
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Figure 6.5: Schematic representation of an LSMO thin ﬁlm connected in a four point con-
ﬁguration with a magnetic ﬁeld applied (a) parallel to the current direction (I ‖ H) and (b)
perpendicular to that (I ⊥ H). (c)(d) R-H characteristics measured at 200 K respectively in (a)
and (b) orientation. It can be clearly observed an AMR contribution superimposed to the CMR
signal. The red lines describe how the two magnetoresistive contributions have been disentangled.
in these systems the eﬀect is almost independent on the relative orientation of the
current and the applied ﬁeld, indicating that the mechanism of anisotropic magne-
toresistance (AMR) is not signiﬁcant in polycristalline ﬁlms. On the contrary, the
epitaxial ﬁlms display a positive MR when I ‖ H as opposed to a negative MR
when I ⊥ H. Moreover, while the low-ﬁeld MR observed in polycrystalline ﬁlms
can reach values up to 15%, in epitaxial ﬁlms it is usually well below 1%. Our
ﬁlms clearly show an AMR eﬀect with a relative value below 1% (ﬁgure 6.5c-d).
On the one hand this behavior further conﬁrm the well deﬁned crystal structure
of our ﬁlm. On the other hand these low ﬁeld features may appear similar to the
reversed MR curves measured on the devices and could be thought as responsible
for them.
6.2 Comparison with the device magnetoresistance
As already mentioned, it has been argued that the MR of FM electrodes can
show as a MR of the opposite sign in the device. According to Riminucci et
al. [189] this artifacts may become relevant when the electrode resistance and
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the semiconductor layer resistance are comparable. They modeled the cross bar
conﬁguration device with the simple one-dimensional (1D) n loops resistor network
shown in ﬁgure 6.6. The measured resistance is deﬁned as R = V/i, where V and
Figure 6.6: (a) Schematic diagram of the cross-bar layout of the device. Rt is the resistance of
the top electrode (light gray), Rs is the resistance of the semiconducting layer (white), and Rb is
the resistance of the bottom electrode (dark gray). The active area at the intersection of the top
and bottom electrodes is outlined by the dashed line. (b) Resistor model of the device. n is the
number of loops in the discrete model, i(x) is the current ﬂowing in plane along the electrodes,
j(x) is the current per unit length perpendicular to plane across the semiconducting layer, Vt(x)
is the voltage drop on the top electrode and Vb(x) is the voltage on the bottom electrode [189].
i are the voltage and the injected current. In order to obtain R as a function of
the electrode resistances, the diﬀerential equations to be solved are given, for the
continuum case, by 
dVt(x)
dx = −RtL i(x)
dVb(x)
dx =
Rb
L i(x)
Vt(x)− Vb = Rs × L× j(x)
di(x)
dx = −j(x)
where L is the width of the electrodes. Using the boundary condition i(0)=i and
i(L)=0, the solution for the measured resistance is given by
R ≡ Vt(L)− Vb(L)
i
= Rs
√
Rt+Rb
Rs
sinh
(√
Rt+Rb
Rs
) (6.1)
The simulation in ﬁgure 6.7b shows the eﬀect that the MR of a FM electrode
(ﬁgure 6.7a) has on the measured device MR according to Eq. 6.1. In ﬁgures 6.7c-
d are reported respectively a MR measured on a LSMO thin ﬁlm in a four points
conﬁguration and a typical MR measured on a low resistance (∼ 80 Ω) device at
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Figure 6.7: (a) MR of a LSMO bottom electrode measured at 20 K. (b) Simulated device MR
(according to eq. 6.1) for diﬀerent ratio Rb/Rs [189]. (c) MR of an LSMO thin ﬁlm at 100 K. (d)
MR of a low resistance device with Rb/Rs ∼ 1.
100 K. By the comparison between the two R-H characteristics we can rule out
that the device MR is an electrode-induced artifact for several reasons:
1. As in the reported example, the LSMO electrode MR is always well below
1 % while the measured device MR can reach values up to 20 %. According
to the model presented above, such huge artifacts would be possible only
if the ratio between the bottom electrode and the semiconductor resistance
were well above Rb/Rs > 100, that is not our case. It should be mentioned
that high MR signals have been detected also in devices where Rs > 200kΩ
and Rb < 1kΩ.
2. The reverse shape of the electrode MR is not reproduced in the high ﬁeld
region (1500 Oe - 3000 Oe).
3. As illustrated in ﬁgure 6.5, the sign of the electrode AMR is reversed by
rotating the device in plane of 90◦, while the sign of the device MR does not
depend on the angle.
4. Finally, the LSMO magnetoresistance has been studied as a function of tem-
perature and a radically diﬀerent temperature dependence have been ob-
served, respectively, for the AMR signal and the device MR (ﬁgure 6.8).
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The maximum of the CMR contribution has been extrapolated from the linear
behavior of the higher ﬁeld region. The AMR signal is taken as the diﬀerence
between the so-obtained CMR maximum and the positive (negative) resistance
peak (ﬁgure 6.5). The so-isolated AMR signal has been plotted as a function of
temperature and compared to the device MR(T) in ﬁgure 6.8. While the AMR
is almost constant within experimental error (in the range where it is detectable),
the device MR typically shows a nearly-quadratic dependence on temperature.
Figure 6.8: Comparison between the temperature dependence of the LSMO AMR signal (a)
and a typical MR signal measured on a thin device (b). As argued in the text, two radically
diﬀerent behavior are observed.
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Chapter 7
Memristive switching in thin devices
Memristive eﬀects have been studied in our organic spin valves for several
years [150, 5, 6]. As already mentioned in paragraph 2.2, electrical switching up
to 104 cycles were detected, showing a good stability. Moreover an interesting
interplay between magnetic and resistive switching was demonstrated. However
the physical mechanisms behind these electrical switching are not clear, yet. In
this chapter I describe the memristive eﬀects in the framework of the parallel circuit
model proposed in paragraph 4.3.2 by analyzing the temperature dependence of
the junction resistance before and after the resistive switching. The eﬀects of the
latter on the magnetoresistive properties of the devices are also taken into account.
7.1 Resistive switching and parallel circuit model
Thin devices in their pristine state usually show a peculiar R(T) characteristic
with a smooth peak in the temperature range from 220 K to 300 K. It has already
been shown that this behavior can be described as the superposition of metallic and
thermally activated charge transport mechanisms (see the parallel circuit model in
paragraph 4.3.2). In ﬁgure 7.1a,c,e the R(T) characteristics of three devices in their
pristine state are reported. Samples A, B and C are LSMO/Alq3(15 nm)/AlOx/Co
spin-valve structure grown on the same substrate. They were cooled down from
room temperature to 100 K at a rate of 0.3 K/min while measuring their resi-
stance at a bias voltage of -0.1 V. At 100 K the devices have been set respectively
in diﬀerent resistive states before measuring their R(T) from 100 K to 330 K
(ﬁgure 7.1b,d,f). The sample A is left in the pristine state as a reference. No
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Figure 7.1: (a), (c) and (e) show the R(T) characteristics for three devices in the low resistance
pristine state. (b), (d) and (f) show the R(T) of the same devices in diﬀerent resistive states.
In particular (b) sample A is left in the pristine state as a reference, (d) sample B is set in a
high resistance state, (f) sample C is set in a high resistance state and then brought back in an
intermediate state. The curves have been taken at a rate of 0.3 K/min. The arrows indicate the
sweep direction.
diﬀerences can be observed between the downward and upward sweeps in this
case, showing a good thermal stability in this range of temperature. The sample
B was set in a high resistance state by applying a negative bias voltage to the
LSMO electrode up to -2 V. The step-by-step voltage sweep employed is shown
in ﬁgure 7.2. After this switch-OFF procedure the resistance at 100 K is two
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Figure 7.2: Voltage sweep employed to set the device B in a high resistance state. Consecutive
I-V characteristics are measured from 0 to -Vmax with a voltage step of 5 mV, by increasing
progressively Vmax by 100 mV at each I-V curve up to -2 V.
orders of magnitude higher than the virgin state resistance, and the R(T) results
dramatically modiﬁed (ﬁgure 7.1d). Indeed, no metallic behavior (dR/dT>0) can
be observed in the entire temperature range. Now, at low temperature, the re-
sistance shows an almost linear behavior, with a negative derivative dR/dT, and
a nearly exponential decrease from about 220 K to 330 K, suggesting a hopping
mechanism to take place. Based on these observations, I used again the parallel
circuit model (paragraph 4.3.2), this time considering a hopping channel (NNH
model) in parallel to a tunnel (linear) channel. The ﬁtting equation is then given
by
R(T ) =
(
1
Rt
+
1
RNNH
)−1
, (7.1)
where
Rt = Rto + αtT (7.2)
and
RNNH = Roexp(To/T ). (7.3)
The equation 7.1, as shown in ﬁgure 7.3, perfectly describes the measured R(T)
characteristic. I obtained Rto = 7.9 MΩ and αt = −6.84 kΩ K−1, which give
a ratio Rt(0K)/Rt(300K) ∼ 1.35, compatible with a tunnel through an insu-
lating barrier [105]. The tunnel regime is further conﬁrmed by the I-V characte-
ristics, which can be well described by the multi-step tunneling GM model (see
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Figure 7.3: Resistance as a function of temperature measured on the sample B in its OFF state.
The ﬁt obtained from equation 7.1 is shown (red line).
paragraph 4.3.1). The activation energy obtained for the hopping mechanism is
∆ENNH = (167±10)meV , corresponding to that found in the pristine state within
the error. This indicates that the conduction properties of the NNH channels have
not been modiﬁed. On the other hand Ro results increased by a factor ∼ 15,
which can be interpreted as a reduction of the eﬀective area corresponding to this
channel.
The sample C was set in a high resistance state comparable to the OFF state of the
sample B by means of the same step-by-step switch-OFF procedure (ﬁgure 7.4a).
Then a low resistance state was restored by means of a positive voltage sweep
(ﬁgure 7.4b), demonstrating the reversibility of the switching process. After this
RESET-process the sample was heated up to 330 K while measuring its resistance
at -0.1 V. As can be observed in ﬁgure 7.1f, the R(T) characteristic shows a po-
sitive derivative dR/dT up to 230 K, indicating that the metallic behavior has
been recovered. It can be noticed that the new low-resistance state is not exactly
equivalent to the pristine state: the absolute value of the resistance is increased
and the peak is shifted towards lower temperatures. Indeed, the devices can be
set in many intermediate resistive states, as demonstrated by the voltage sweep in
the ﬁgures 7.2 and 7.4.
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Figure 7.4: Voltage sweeps employed to (a) set the device C in a high resistance state and (b)
restore a low resistance state. The procedure has already been described in ﬁgure 7.2.
In the framework of the parallel circuit model, it means that, during a switching
process, metallic-like channels are turned into localized tunnel junctions and vice
versa. On the other hand we found an apparent reduction of the eﬀective area rel-
ative to the NNH channel. Even if this aspect needs to be better understood, we
have reason to believe that switching events take place mainly where shortenings
in the organic layer are provided by localized defects, (TEM image in ﬁgure 7.5),
allowing the LSMO to directly contact the AlOx/Co top layer. Indeed a compa-
rative study we carried out on a LSMO/AlOx/Co MTJ (whose MR is shown in
ﬁgure 4.18a) showed comparable memristive eﬀects, as shown in ﬁgure 7.6.
Figure 7.5: TEM cross section of a device with a 15 nm thick Alq3 layer. A defect of the
bottom electrode is shown, producing a shortening in the organic barrier. The image has been
taken by K. O'Shea at the University of Glasgow.
Many other groups demonstrated that a reversible breakdown can be induced in an
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Figure 7.6: Voltage sweeps setting a LSMO/AlOx(5nm)/Co magneto-tunnel junction in a
high-resistance OFF state (a) and restoring the low-resistance ON state (b). The memristive
behavior is comparable to that measured on the organic LSMO/Alq3/AlOx/Co spin valve shown
in ﬁgure 7.2 and 7.4.
Figure 7.7: Schematic representation of a shortened region in the organic barrier. (a) In the
low resistance state percolation paths of oxygen vacancies makes possible metallic conduction
(continuous line) through the disordered barrier. (b) By applying a negative bias to the LSMO
electrode, oxygen vacancies are moved away from the top electrode and the percolation paths
are interrupted. In this conﬁguration charge transport can only take place through a tunneling
mechanism (blue arrows).
amorphous AlOx barrier by applying a bias [191, 192, 193], even if the underlying
mechanism is still debated. I qualitatively describe the device as a parallel of mem-
ristive metal/AlOx/metal junctions, by assuming that electrical switching proceeds
by means of the drift of positively charged oxygen vacancies acting as dopants to
form (turn ON) or disperse (turn OFF) locally conductive channels through the
electronic barrier [4, 194, 195], as schematically illustrated in ﬁgure 7.7.
Other switching mechanisms have been proposed in the literature for organic de-
vices: charge trapping in the organic bulk [196] and charge trapping and/or dipole
reorganization at one interface inducing variations in the injection barrier [197].
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The former can be ruled out because of the long data retention times, as already
argued by Cölle et al [198]. Indeed, some of our devices have been measured several
times over a period of months, sweeping the temperature from room temperature
to 100 K and vice versa, and the resistive state was retained between consecutive
measurements. Studies with techniques such as thermally stimulated current show
that these trapped charges are released at temperatures below room temperature
with applied voltages below 1 V and even at zero bias [199]. Therefore bulk charge
trapping cannot explain the long retention times. The latter can be ruled out by
analyzing the impedance spectra of a device in diﬀerent resistive states. The Cole-
Cole plot in the two states (ﬁgure 7.8) can be described as a series of a resistance
representing the two electrodes (measured in a two point conﬁguration), and a
parallel RC circuit. The formation of an interface layer should be accompanied by
a change in the device capacitance. However identical values for the capacitance
were found in diﬀerent resistive states, indicating that the memory eﬀect is due to
resistive switching.
Figure 7.8: Cole-Cole plot taken in the pristine state (black squares) and in a higher resistive
state (black circles). Modeling the device with the equivalent circuit represented in the ﬁgure, the
ﬁts (red lines) gives the same values for the capacitance in the two states, C1=100pF, compatible
with the geometrical capacitance. This shows that the memory eﬀect is due to resistive switching.
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7.2 Resistive switching and magnetoresistance
As already mentioned in paragraph 2.2, the interesting interplay between mem-
ristive switching and magnetoresistance in our devices has been carefully studied
in the last years [5, 6]. Here this interplay is analyzed in the framework of the
parallel circuit model, by studying the MR of the sample C before and after the
switching process (ﬁgure 7.9). The low-resistance pristine state shows a clear SV
signal at 100 K, in this case >11%. This signal can be progressively reduced by
means of the negative voltage sweep already described above. In the high resistive
state shown in ﬁgure 7.9c it can not be detected. Finally the SV signal can be
restored by applying a positive voltage sweep, as shown in ﬁgure 7.9e. Thus it has
been demonstrated that MR can be turned ON and OFF by means of electrical
switching, which are described in the paragraph 7.1 as the formation and disper-
sion of metallic-like channels across the junction. This analysis further indicates
that SV signals and metallic ﬁlaments are strictly related. As already stated in
paragraph 4.3.3, however, it was shown [177] that conductive BMR and TMR can
not be experimentally distinguished by means of magnetoresistive measurement.
Moreover, even when the metallic behavior prevails in the R(T) curve, it does not
exclude tunnel injection in correspondence to some defects. Therefore both BMR
and TMR should be considered as a possible mechanism to explain the SV signals.
On the other hand, the absence of a SV signal in the OFF state can be explained
by considering that now the number of the conductive channels, responsible for the
magnetoresistive eﬀects, has been strongly reduced, as demonstrated by the ROFF
temperature dependence in ﬁgure 7.3. Even if the low temperature behavior indi-
cates that tunnel channel are still present, the ﬁeld-induced resistance variations
are too small to be detected as a relative variation of the total resistance.
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Figure 7.9: Study of the MR of sample C as a function of the resistive state. (a) MR in the
pristine state. (b) Switch-OFF voltage sweep setting the sample in a high resistance state. (c)
MR in the so-obtained high resistance state. (d) RESET voltage sweep bringing back the sample
to a lower resistance state. (e) MR in the recovered low resistance state. All the MR have been
measured at -0.1 V and 100 K.
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Conclusions
I studied charge and spin transport in La0.7Sr0.3MnO3/Alq3/AlOx/Co organic
spin valves, showing an interesting interplay between magnetoresistive eﬀects and
memristive switching. I-V and R-H characteristics have been analyzed as a func-
tion of the organic-spacer-layer thickness (10 nm-300 nm) and temperature (100 K-
330 K). This preliminary study showed that the samples can be grouped into two
clearly distinguishable conduction regimes. By ﬁxing a thickness threshold ap-
proximately around 25 nm, I divided them into thin and thick devices as shown in
table 7.1, where the main diﬀerences between the two regimes are listed.
thin devices thick devices
injection at low voltages (∼mV)
(R ∼ 100 Ω-100 kΩ)
no injection below a threshold voltage
up to several V (R∼GΩ)
near-parabolic diﬀerential conductance highly non-linear I-V characteristics
above the voltage threshold
metallic temperature dependence of
the resistance up to room temperature
thermally activated conduction
SV signal detected in the voltage range
- 0.5 V-0.5 V
no SV signal detected up to 8 V
reversible resistive switching (up to
ROFF /RON > 102)
no memristive eﬀects observed
Table 7.1: Diﬀerences between the two conduction regimes individuated respectively for thin
(<25 nm) and thick devices.
The I-V characteristic of thin devices can be described by a multi-step tunneling
through a disordered Alq3/AlOx barrier, indicating the presence of shortenings
across the organic bulk. On the other hand, the behavior of thick devices is com-
patible with models for charge transport in organic materials, however it was not
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possible to establish if the current is space charge limited or injection limited due
to the high dispersion of the data as a function of thickness. The correspondence
between magnetoresistive eﬀects and the former conductive regime is conﬁrmed by
a comparison with the literature about Alq3-based spin valves, even if a semicon-
ductive temperature dependence has been found in some works.
Then I took into account the presence of metallic paths across the junction to
explain the positive sign of the derivative dR/dT up to room temperature, sho-
wing that thin devices can be modeled by an equivalent circuit where a metallic
channel described by the Bloch-Grüneisen formula and a nearest neighbor hop-
ping (NNH) channel act in parallel. In the framework of this model, a coherent
description for the interplay between MR and memristive switching can be given.
Indeed, I showed that during a switching process, metallic-like channels are turned
into localized tunnel junctions and vice versa. On the other hand, the conduc-
tive properties of organic bulk of the device, which I assume to be described by
the NNH channel, are not aﬀected. The SV signal observed in the ON state can
be progressively reduced by switching the device in the OFF state, prooﬁng that
metallic pinholes and MR eﬀects are related. As a consequence SV signals can
be explained as tunnel magnetoresistance (TMR) or ballistic magnetoresistance
(BMR) occurring across shortened regions of the organic bulk. This explanation
is compatible with the absence of Hanle eﬀect, also demonstrated in this work.
To conclude, this work demonstrates that SV signals can be explained without
resorting to spin injection and transport into the organic layer. However it does
not exclude that organic molecules can play an active role at the metal/organic
interface. Indeed, the eﬀects of the organic-induced hybridization on the electrode
polarization are still an open question. Moreover, recent works from the literature
pointed out that MR signals can be detected for pure spin current, overcoming the
problem of short circuits.
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